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Author Visit
Elizabeth Moon
will be visiting Infinitas
Thursday evening 12th April.
She is travelling through Sydney after attending
Swancon in Perth. Book 4 in the Vatta’s War series,
Command Decision is available now as a hardcover and
a paperback. You can pre-order your copies now,
especially if you won’t be able to make the signing. Her
previous book, Engaging the Enemy, was our 3rd best
seller for 2006, so we are expecting this to be a busy
event for us.

News
Leviathan 2007, a annual wargaming convention held at Quakers Hill High School, will be held the weekend
after Easter, 14th and 15th April. Leviathan is run by the Western Suburbs Gaming Society, and is full of table
top war games, collectable card games, board games, miniature painting, etc. There are fees to enter the
competitions but attendance is free. We have heard very positive feedback of the frie ndly atmostphere of
previous years’ events. Infinitas will be attend on Saturday, with relevent books and products. We have entry
forms at the shop, or visit: http://www.westernsuburbsgamesociety.com/
Necronomicon, which was to run over the Easter long weekend has been postponed. This is due to new
management at the venue for 15 years, Newtown High School of Performing Arts, has refused to hire the venue
for this use. The Necronomicon organisers are hoping to find a venue for the June long weekend.
Necronomicon is an annual roleplaying game convention which Infinitas has been proud to support. For
developments, or if you can help with a new venue, visit http://www.necronomicon.org/
NSW Writers’ Centre is running a genre novel competition. We would encourage you to submit novels in our
genre. http://www.nswwriterscentre.org.au/html/s02_article/article_view.asp?id=523&nav_cat_id=273&nav_top_id=73&dsb=692
GenCon, one of the biggest annual roleplaying convention organisations worldwide, is coming to Australia
with GenCon Australia to be held in Brisbane July 2008. http://www.genconoz.com/
Easter Trading : Infinitas will be closed Easter Saturday as well as Good Friday, Easter Sunday and Easter
Monday.
Ditmar Awards 2007 finalists have been announced. http://www.natcon.org.au/2007/Noimination_shortlist_2007.html
Hugo Awards 2007 and Campbell Award finalists have been announced.
http://www.locusmag.com/2007/03_HugoNominations.html

Charles Stross has submitted his next novel, Halting State, a near future thriller. Expected release in Sept 07.
Mike Shepherd (really Mike Moscoe) has submitted Audacious (Kris Longknife 5) to Ace, expect it in
November 2007.
Jack Campbell (really John G Hemry) has submitted Couragous (Lost Fleet 3) to Ace.
Scott Westerfeld has sold Extras to Simon & Schuster, a new novel in his Uglies series.
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Featured Books

Elizabeth Moon
John Ringo
Black Library
Ben Counter
David Drake
Traci Harding
Charlaine Harris
Jennifer Roberson
Christopher & JRR Tolkein
David Sherman and Dan Cragg

Command Decision, Vatta’s War book 4 in paperback.
Into the Looking Glass, the first of a new series in paperback.
The Art of Warhammer, in large hardcover.
WH 40K: Chapter War, a Soul Drinkers paperback.
The Fortress of Glass, a fantasy paperback.
The Dragon Queens, in trade paperback.
Grave Sight in Gollancz hardcover and trade paperback.
Karavans, a fantasy paperback.
The Children of the Hurin, a hardcover Middle Earth novel.
Flashfire, Starfist book 11 in paperback.

Reviews
Feel welcome to submit a book review for us to publish here. If you have read a book and have an opinion on it share it with the other readers in our
community. Also, in the shop we have several books for which we are seeking reviewers, and would exchange for a review. Ask us what is currently
in the review book pile.

Lord of Light by Roger Zelazny, reviewed by Adam Bales
http://www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781857988208

When someone suggested that I read Roger Zelazny's "Lord of Light", my first thought was, but I don't read
science fiction, I read fantasy. When I discovered that it was mythological science fiction I decided that was
close enough.
"Lord of Light" is set on a planet where a group of humans are living out their life as gods from the Hindu
pantheon. Technology, combined with an ability to harness certain powers, allows them to rule over the rest of
society - who they deny access to modern innovations. Sam, who was once a member of this group, believes
this technology should be shared. A battle is coming between Sam's followers and the god's but it is a battle that
Sam is not sure he can win.
Zelazny creates a complex character who is coping with and growing in response to the events of his past. The
narrative is well paced and leaves you thinking about humanity, technology and the role of both in the universe.
This is a novel that is well worth reading if you enjoy thought provoking science fiction. In fact, a few weeks
after I finished "Lord of Light", I decided something: From now on, I read science fiction, not fantasy.
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The Immortal Prince by Jennifer Fallon, reviewed by Isabelle
http://www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780732283353

The Immortal Prince is a story about lies. The story winds and unwinds around two main characters, Arkady
Desean, a cynical young academic and Kyle Lakesh, a murderer who desperately wants to die, despite his selfproclaimed immortality. Arkady also happens to be the Duchess of Glaeba, married to the King’s cousin and
quietly confident she can expose this murderous charlatan for what he is – a fraud. Concerned at the political
implications of the situation, Arkady can only scoff as the murderer claims to be Cayal, the Immortal Prince, a
god- like figure of mythology and a character of the Tarot.
Arkady is well able to handle herself - strong, confident and intelligent, she is used to dealing with
manipulative people attempting to gain favour, fortune and political advantage through deception. The more
she hears of the prisoner’s fantastic stories of heroism, despicable acts and cataclysmic destruction, the more
convinced Arkady is that she can catch him out. Certain his wild tales will fail the test of scrutiny, Arkady
wavers between contempt for his lies and concern for his sanity as the prisoner’s stories become ever more
complicated.
As we are introduced to the people in Arkady and Cayal’s worlds, a web of sins and lies is revealed as the many
characters work to hide their own secrets whilst attempting to uncover the truth about those around them. The
story moves along quickly, meshing historical events with the present seamlessly, creating an intriguing insight
into the motivations and character of the major players. Some of the twists and turns I could see coming, but
others were utterly unexpected. It is the uncovering of the truth, both by the reader and by the characters that
makes this book such a pleasure to read. In many ways, the twists I had second-guessed left me even more
frustrated, as characters made decisions, unaware of the consequences of their actions. The fact that I cared
about these consequences is testimony to the well crafted characters and the author’s ability to spin a tale that is
exciting and ever-expanding in scale.
The fantasy world Fallon has created has many parallels to our own, as she draws on mythology and archetypes
to weave a story that spans, in some cases, generations. The book hints at many potential allies and enemies,
plots and sub-plots and unrevealed secrets. I greatly look forward to the next volume in the Tide Lords trilogy,
intrigued to see how the collision-course set in motion by the events in this book will manifest themselves.
Command Decision by Elizabeth Moon, reviewed by Daniella
http://www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781841493794

In a world with instant communication, those who have access to it have a distinct advantage over those who
don't. It's been over a year since the system ansibles run by ISC stopped working across vast areas of space, and
lines of communication have been dependent upon the traders moving between systems, and the speed they can
travel at. The pirates have shipboard ansibles, and so far, the only other people who have it are the anti- pirate
group led by Kylara Vatta. Now it's up to Ky and her fellow captains to work out how to best the pirates
without giving away the fact they have the ansibles (and can spy on them somewhat) or getting themselves
blown away in the process. Ky is aware that they need more ships to have any hope, but how to get them, and
fund them is a problem.
Stella Vatta is at Cascadia, trying to get Vatta Transport back in business, and hopefully provide some funding
for Ky's pirate hunting. Slotter's Key, the normal Vatta base of operations, has been out of touch since the
ansibles went down, and the Vatta headquarters were attacked. Grace Vatta, Stella and Ky's aunt, and sometime
family spook, is about to have a handful on her plate, as she becomes involved with running the planetary
defences. Rafe, who had been travelling with Ky and Stella until recently, has headed back to Nexus to find out
why ISC hasn't fixed the ansibles yet, and finds the situation is worse than he was expecting. There are dramas
for characters at personal and professional levels, with characters having to weigh up responsibilities at both
levels, and try to find a balance between them.
While this book is definitely a military space opera, the focus is on personal battles, rather than military details.
The jargon, both technical and military, is kept to a minimum, and is done in such a way that no prior
knowledge (or dictionary) is necessary to understand what's happening. A tho roughly enjoyable read that will
leave you impatient for more.

Elizabeth Moon will be visiting Infinitas on Thursday evening 12th April 2007.
Contact us to reserve your copy.
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Information on the Infinitas Groups
New members always welcome at all the groups, if interested
just come along.

Expand your mind, Enter new worlds .

Infinitas Bookshop
Shop 22 Civic Arcade
48-50 George Street
Parramatta NSW 2150
ABN: 86 101 558 356

Ordering Information
Phone
Fax 1
Fax 2
Email
Postage & Packing

02 9633 5682
02 9687 0408
02 9651 1175
mailto:bookshop@infinitas.com.au
$5.00 per shipment of books to an
Australian address.
International freight will be quoted.

Opening Hours
Monday
9am to 5.30pm
Tuesday
9am to 5.30pm
Wednesday
9am to 5.30pm
Thursday
9am to 8pm
Friday
9am to 5.30pm
Saturday
9am to 2pm
Sundays & Public Holidays Closed

Infinitas online http://www.infinitas.com.au
Infinitas forums http://forums.infinitas.com.au
Rewards Scheme - Infinitas Guild
Become a member of the Infinitas Guild to receive invitations
to special Infinitas events, credits towards future purchases
and discounts from partners. To join, fill in a form in the shop
or on our website. Membership is free but valuable.
The monthly Infinitas newsletter is free and may be copied
and distributed freely for personal use. To receive a copy
automatically, please contact the shop or subscribe via the
website.

New Release Information
The books listed in this catalogue are listed to be released
during this month. All books listed are available for order. If
there is something that you want that you cannot find listed, or
is not in the shop, please ask us to order it for you.
Many books have more extensive information available on our
website.
Prices include GST and are correct at time of printing but may
change without notice.
Legend: PB = paperback, HC = hardcover, TP = trade
paperback, Cass = cassette, CD = CD, GN = Graphic Novel,
APB = mass market paperback, BPB = paperback approx
20cm x 13cm

SF Discussion Group: Meets on the first Thursday of each
month (excluding January) at 6.30pm in the shop. A topic is
chosen each month by the attendees of the group for the
following meeting. Contact the shop for the next topic.
Always a lively discussion of science in the news, films,
books and ideas. See our website for more info. Newcomers
welcome.
Thursday 5th April:
New Media and Science Fiction
Thursday 4th May:
Merchandising and Science Fiction
Thursday 7th June:
Sequels and Prequels by different
authors.
Review Group: The review group meets on the third
Thursday of each month at 6.30pm. Two books (usually one
science fiction, one fantasy) are chosen by group members for
each meeting with participants encouraged to have read at
least one prior to the meeting and bring their review/s along
for discussion. The discussion is generally serious and
insightful. All welcome.
Thursday 19th April:
Elizabeth Moon
Sheepfarmer’s Daughter (F)
Greg Bear
Darwin’s Radio (SF)
Thursday 17th May:
Mary Gentle
Frank Herbert

1610 (F)
TheJ udas Incident (SF)

Writers’ Group: The group is for people who are currently
writing (or even trying to write) science fiction, fantasy and
horror related stories and pieces. If you think this might
describe you, and you’d like to get involved in a group with
others who understand what the genre is about, why not come
along. Meetings are the 3rd Saturday of each month. Check out
the website for more details.
Infinitas Forums : Visit the forums behind our website to read
or post genre news, gossip, find role playing games, or just
meet other fans.
http://forums.infinitas.com.au

Bestsellers for February
General Release
Command Decision
Watch on the Rhine
Immortal Prince
Old Man’s War
Belladonna
The Grapple
The Dream Hunter
The Apocolypse Troll
Lady Friday
Deadly Game

Elizabeth Moon
John Ringo & Tom Kratman
Jennifer Fallon *
John Scalzi
Anne Bishop
Harry Turtledove
Sherrilyn Kenyon
David Weber
Garth Nix *
Christine Feehan
*Australian Authors

Media and Games Related Titles
Flight of the Eisenstein
Ravenor Rogue
Allegiance
Another Life
Border Princes
Galaxy in Flames
Outbound Flight
Eldar Prophecy
Sons of Fenris
Magic Item Compendium
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Science Fiction, Fantasy and Horror
Locus 554 March 2007
The Art of Oddworld Inhabitants

$15.95

The Art of Oddworld Inhabitants: The First Ten Years 1994 - 2004 is a high quality art book featuring the artistic journey of the legendary game
company Oddworld Inhabitants from its first ten years - from Lorne Lanning's vision of the first Oddworld hero in 1994 to the present. The book is
an extraordinarily high quality fine art production depicting the story of the art and vision of Oddworld and how the company approaches the
art/design process. It also shows how the design process maintained the highest standards of creativity and quality while evolving a coherent
universe populated with characters that expressed rich and unforgettable personalities . TP $52

d'artiste: Character Modeling 2
d'artiste: Character Modeling 2 presents the techniques of leading character modelers Kevin Lanning, Zack Petroc, and Timur "Taron" Baysal. Each
master artist showcases his approaches and techniques in modeling characters and creatures for film and game projects through expansive graphic
tutorials. Kevin Lanning of Epic Games takes you behind the scenes of creating characters for the triple-platinum Xbox 360 game 'Gears of War'
with tutorials on workflows for creating high-polygon and low-polygon characters. An invited artist gallery provides the opportunity for the master
artists to single out inspirational artists and comment on the character work of the greater cg community. Slipcased TP $63

d'artiste: Digital Painting
d'artiste: Digital Painting showcases the work and technical skills of: Linda Bergkvist, John Wallin, Philip Straub and Robert Chang. Each Master
Artist presents their personal techniques through a series of tutorials starting with an original concept and stepping through their digital painting
process to completion. In chapters based around each artist, Digital Painting includes personal and invited artist galleries, together with thoughts and
inspiration shared by the artists. Over 80-pages of tutorial and more 100 digital paintings from some of the most talented digital artists in the world
make this book a necessity for all digital artists Slipcased $63

d'artiste: Matte Painting
d'artiste: Matte Painting is the authoritative book dedicated to showcasing and teaching the skills behind the art of digital matte painting. Leading
Hollywood matte painters Alp Altiner, Dylan Cole and Chris Stoski bring readers through the matte painting techniques used to create breathtaking,
photo-realistic sets and backdrops for film, television and video games.
Matte Painting work for sequences in ‘Star Wars: Revenge of the Sith’ feature prominently, as does an impressive painting for the ‘Lord of the
Rings’ trilogy.
Each master artist presents their unique approaches through a series of step-by-step tutorials from concept to final painting. d’artiste: Matte Painting
dedicates a section to each master artist, including a personal gallery, biography, up to 28 pages of tutorial content each and an invited artist gallery
featuring 56 matte paintings from talented digital artists worldwide.
d’artiste Matte Painting features step-by-step tutorials from each master artist from concept to final painting.
d’artiste: Matte Painting showcases the techniques of each artist working in their respective software environments and challenges readers to apply
these concepts to any software environment of choice. d’artiste: Matte Painting is the definitive guide to digital matte painting and is beneficial to
any student or professional artist seeking to perfect skills in this niche craft. Slip Cased $63

Elemental
Elemental showcases the world's best Discreet 3D art. The first collaborative title in Ballistic Publishing's growing list of digital art books, the book
has been created in partnership with Discreet, a division of Autodesk. To match the diverse fields that Discreet software is used in, we sought out
high profile practitioners in the fields of visual effects, game development, architecture and software development. HC $61

Elemental 2
ELEMENTAL books showcase the world’s best digital artwork created with Autodesk software. The first edition was released two years ago and
has received critical acclaim around the world. ELEMENTAL 2 is packed with exciting imagery from Autodesk customers working in the fields of
visual effects, animation, game development, architectural and design visualization. HC $63

Expose 3
EXPOSÉ 3 is the third edition of the industry's best art book celebrating the creative talents of digital artists worldwide. Surpassing the number of
entries for both previous books, EXPOSÉ 3 sets a new benchmark for quality and quantity of entries across ten existing, and two new categories.
TP $59

Machine Flesh
Machineflesh is the first book in the CG Challenge series featuring the artwork and techniques of artists participating the online CG Challenges
organized by CGNetworks.com and CGTalk.com. Machineflesh comprises of tutorials and artwork from the contestants of the Machineflesh
Challenge. TP $44

Vesage
The members of the Visual Effects Society (VES) make their living creating the stunning visual effects we see on the big and small screen. Though
they gain recognition and satisfaction contributing to the mesmerizing effects for movies, TV and games, they're all too frequently bringing someone
else's vision to life. VESAGE showcases the art that the VES members create when they're not at work on visual effects. It offers a unique insight
into the personal creativity of the people behind some of the most-recognized imagery in the world. HC $70

Arkady, Boris & Strugatsky
Roadside Picnic (SF Masterworks 68)
Red Schuhart is a stalker, one of those strange misfits who are compelled by some unknown force to venture illegally into the Zone and, in spite of
the extreme danger, collect the mysterious artefacts that the alien visitors left scattered around. His life is dominated by the Zone and the thriving
black market in the alien products. Even the nature of his daughter has been determined by the Zone. And it is for her that Red makes his last, tragic
foray into the hazardous and hostile depths. BPB $22.95

Amanda Ashley
Shades of Gray
Dormant for one hundred years, vampire Grigori is awakened by the seductive scent of the blood of Marisa, and he vows to show her that not all of
the undead are monsters. APB $17.95
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Keri Arthur Australian Author
Full Moon Rising (Riley Jenson Guardian 01)
A rare hybrid of vampire and werewolf, Riley Jenson and her twin brother, Rhoan, work for Melbourne's Directorate of Other Races, an organisation
created to police the supernatural races - and protect humans from their depredations. While Rhoan is an exalted guardian, a.k.a. assassin, Riley is
merely an office worker - until her brother goes missing on one of his missions. The timing couldn't be worse. More werewolf than vampire, Riley is
vulnerable to the moon heat, the weeklong period before the full moon, when her need to mate becomes all-consuming... Luckily Riley has two
willing partners to satisfy her every need. But she will have to control her urges if she's going to find her brother. Easier said than done as the city
pulses with frenzied desire, and Riley is confronted with a very powerful - and delectably naked - vamp who raises her temperature like never
before.In matters carnal, Riley has met her match. But in matters criminal, she must follow her instincts not only to find her brother but to stop an
unholy harvest. For someone is doing some illegal cloning in an attempt to produce the ultimate warrior - by tapping into the genome of nonhumans
like Rhoan. APB $19.95

Dangerous Games (Riley Jenson Guardian 04)
Dhampire Riley Jenson, a hybrid of vampire and werewolf, journeys to Melbourne and into the heart of the city's seductive and dangerous urban
underworld to find an enigmatic killer who has been using a nightclub that caters to its denizens' every fantasy as his stalking grounds. APB $17.95

Jonathan Barnes
The Somnambulist
'Be warned. This book has no literary merit whatsoever. It is a lurid piece of nonsense, convoluted, implausible, peopled by unconvincing characters,
written in drearily pedestrian prose, frequently ridiculous and wilfully bizarre. Needless to say, I doubt you'll believe a word of it.'So starts the
extraordinary tale of Edward Moon, detective, his silent sidekick the Sonambulist and a devilish plot to recreate the apocalyptic prophecies of
William Blake and bring the British Empire crashing down. With a gallery of vividly grotesque characters, a richly evoked setting and a playful
highly literate style this is an amazingly readable literary fantasy and a brilliant debut. TP $32.95 HC $55

John Barnes
The Armies of Memory
Learning that he is being targeted in an assassination plot as his fiftieth birthday approaches, Giraut Leones, a special agent for the human Thousand
Cultures' shadowy Office of Special Plans, returns to his native world to recover top -secret information from an illegal underground colony. By the
author of A Million Open Doors. APB $19.95

David Bishop
Fiends of the Eastern Front (Fiends)
Containing Operation Vampyr, The Blood Red Army and Twilight of the Dead Black Flames most successful series ever is an unmissable mix of
gritty realism, rich military detail and blood soak holy terror. BPB $22

Chaz Brenchley
Bridge of Dreams
In the city of Maras-Sund, where magic has been outlawed, children are being born with raw magical talents, including Issel, a young water-seller
from the poorest part of the city, who could hold the key to rescuing his people from the conquerors who have oppressed the people. APB $19.95

River of the World
His homeland oppressed for more than twenty years after the events of Bridge of Dreams, Issel of the Sudain uses his magical ability to manipulate
water as part of a plan to free his people, an endeavor in which he is aided by a Marasai general's daughter who possesses her own vendetta against
the regime. HC $51.95

Caitlin Brennan
Shattered Dance
Pregnant with Kerrec's child, Valeria, the first woman ever Called, must once again save the Aurelian Empire from its enemies and resist the call of
the Unmaking in her soul, while Kerrec, torn between his love for Valeria and his duty to his family, is ordered to make a dynastic marriage to
another. BPB $19.95

Steven Brust & Emma Bull
Freedom and Necessity
Staying just one step ahead of the government factions and magical family conspiracy that want him dead, James Cobham embarks on an adventure
that takes him into every corner of mid-nineteenth-century English society. TP $32.95

Kathleen Bryan
The Serpent and the Rose
A powerful mage trained by the Ladies of the Isle, Averil, heir to the Duchy of Quitaine, returns home to take up her duties, only to discover that her
land is under secret attack by the King of Lys, who seeks to release the Serpent God who had once enslaved all humanity, and joins forces with
Gereint, a novice of the Knights of the Rose, to protect their people. A first novel. TP $30.95

Jim Butcher
White Knight (Dresden Files 09)
Assigned to investigate a series of deaths of magic practitioners, all of whom lacked the ability to become full-fledged wizards, professional Chicago
wizard Harry Dresden is shocked when the evidence points to his half-brother Thomas as the killer, until he uncovers a conspiracy within the White
Council of Wizards that threatens both him and his family. HC $49.95

Rachel Caine
The Dead Girls' Dance (Morganville Vampires 02)
When Claire Danvers and her equally outcast best friend Eve are invited to the annual Dead Girls' Dance at a fraternity, all hell breaks loose when
the living party with the dead in a town rampant with bloodthirsty vampires. APB $15.95
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Jean-Claude Carriere
Please, Mr Einstein
A young woman enters a building in a nameless comtemporary European city. She walks into a waiting room where a dozen people, with briefcases
or sheaves of documents, are gathered. She is ushered into a large office where she meets Albert Einstein who is engaged in trying to figure out the
equation that explains the universe. He is charmed by her, and agrees to answer her questions.
He seems very used to receiving visitors. Among them, Isaac Newton is certainly the most regular and the most argumentative, desperately trying to
prove Einstein wrong.
Einstein and the student start discussing the concepts of time and space. He explains his theories about relativity and his responsibility in the creation
of nuclear weapons. Einstein also talks about the difficulty of being famous, about his relationship with other scientists and how his dreams of
worldwide peace were shattered. He appears bright, witty, hugely sympathetic but also tormented and dreamy.
This is a remarkable book that makes complex concepts of physics and philosophy accessible to the non-scientific reader in a captivating and utterly
charming manner.
Translated from the French by John Brown. BPB $23.95

P C Cast
Divine by Mistake (Goddess by Mistake 01)
Going... Going... Gone!
The most excitement teacher Shannon Parker expected on her summer vacation was a little shopping. But then her latest purchase-a vase with the
Celtic goddess Epona on it-somehow switches her into the world of Partholon, where she's treated like a goddess!
A very temperamental goddess... It seems that Shannon has stepped into another's role as the Goddess Incarnate of Epona. And while it has some
very appealing moments- what woman doesn't like a little pampering now and then?-it also comes with a ritual marriage to a centaur and the threat
of war against the evil Fomorians. Oh, and everyone disliking her because they think she's her double. Somehow Shannon needs to figure out how to
get back to Oklahoma without being killed, married to a horse or losing her mind… BPB $19.95

Stoney Compton
Russian Amerika
In an alternate universe 1989 in which Alaska is still a Russian possession, charter captain Grigorivich Plesnett, a former major in the Czar's Troika
Guard who had been cashiered for disobeying a direct order, suddenly comes face to face with his past, as his choices could violently alter the history
of all nine of the nations of North America. HC $49.95

Dan Confer
Adaptive Significance
Adaptive Significance provides an exciting excursion into the world of natural selection, competition, and primordial instincts. The young
protagonist, Cole Grace, passively accepts his mutation of multi-consciousness until love interest Emily Mahoney urges him to use this distinction to
protect his genetic line. The novel quickly moves from Michigan to Adamo, a utopic setting in Australia where the Grace family eventually takes on
the powerful but corrupt President of the United States in all-out warfare. In addition to an engrossing story line covering 40 years, the novel
examines a broad range of serious topics, such as the total renovation of the auto industry, and never disappoints. HC $54.95

Janine Cross
Shadowed by Wings (Dragon Temple 02)
In the sequel to Touched by Venom, Zarq defies the Dragon Temple by undergoing the harsh training of an apprentice dragonmaster despite the ban
against women, all the while struggling with her craving for the hallucinogenic dragon venom and trying to understand her link to the great beasts.
APB $17.95

Forged by Fire (Dragon Temple 03)
Securing a dragon estate for herself despite the laws that forbid women to own property, Zarq Darquel is forced to abandon her home to journey deep
into the jungle, accompanied by some of the female dragons from her estate, in search of an ancient dragon secret that will give her the power to
overthrow Kratt and the corrupt Dragon Temple. TP $28.95

MaryJanice Davidson
Sleeping With the Fishes
Fredericka Bimm - Fred - is a mermaid. But she is not the stuff of legends. A marine biologist, she knows what's in the water so chooses not to
expose herself to those toxins. She's allergic to shellfish. The sea creatures she can communicate with won't do her bidding. She doesn't have long
blonde hair or a perfect body. And she's definitely not perky!Fred's life is mostly spent trying to conceal her origins - and lately she's been trying to
figure out just why there are weird levels of toxins in the local seawater. Then two strangers come into her life. Her new colleague is a sexy - if overcurious - hunk with a mermaid fixation. The other claims he is Artur, the high prince of the black seas - and Fred's rightful ruler! APB $17.95

Peter DeVries
Wistrix Donn

HC $52.95

Gordon R Dickson & David W Wixon
Antagonist (Dorsai)
Using his unique insight into the future of the human race, Donal Graeme, a mutant mercenary soldier, finds himself drawn into a potential
confrontation with the powerful Bleys Ahrens, a mutant whose own quest for power and his complex machinations to spread his message have left
him with an ever increasingly deficient sense of human values. HC $56.95

Stephen Donaldson
Mordant's Need (Mordant's Need 01, 02)
A lonely young woman feels isolated from the world: she uses mirrors to reassure herself that she is still alive - and then they change her life when,
one night, a young man appears through the mirror and persuades her to come with him to his own land, where mirrors are magical gateways to other
places.This strange new land is in conflict, for war has been foretold but the king appears completely uninterested in the fate of the world. It is left to
the Imagers, masters of mirrors, to try to decide the fate of the realm.Donaldson's firm control of the plot and his terrific characterisation make THE
MIRROR OF HER DREAMS and the sequel, A MAN RIDES THROUGH, a story of great intrigue and psychological intricacy, filled with sexual
tension, lust and love, as well as magic, battles and excitement. THE MIRROR OF HER DREAMS is a compelling read: a book that should be on
every fantasy fan's shelf. TP $39.95
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David Drake
The Fortress of Glass (Crown of the Isles 01)
Journeying to the small kingdoms of the Isles to confirm his succession to the throne, Prince Garric and his companions find themselves separated by
space and time by unusually strong magical forces and the supernatural Green Woman from the Fortress of Glass. APB $19.95

The Complete Hammer's Slammers: Volume One (Hammers Slammers)
Night Shade Books is proud to present Hammer’s Slammers: This three volume set presents for the first time the genre-defining Slammers series in a
uniform hardcover set. This volume features all of the Hammer's Slammer short fiction, as well as all of the interstitial material from the original
Slammers collection, as well as new artwork, and new interstitial material. Also included is an original Slammers story, "A Death in Peacetime".
Introduction by Gene Wolfe HC $70

The Complete Hammer's Slammers: Volume Two (Hammers Slammers)
This volume features the first four Hammer Novels: At Any Price (1985), Counting the Cost (1987), Rolling Hot (1989) and The Warrior (1991) , as
well as new artwork, and new interstitial material. Also included is an original Slammers story, "A Day of Glory". HC $70

Hal Duncan
Ink (Vellum 02)
It's twenty years since the Evenfall swept across the Vellum and the bitmites took reality apart; twenty years since Phreedom Messenger disappeared
into the wilderness and Seamus Finnan was imprisoned in his own past. Twenty years of chaos; but the Dukes, the remnants of the Covenant, still
cling to power in their enclaves of order in the bitmite-devastated wilderness... In their Havens in the Hinter.
Across the folds of time and space, though, rogues and rebels are rising up against the Empire. From a mediaeval fortress where wandering
mummers stage a Harlequin play based on Euripides' The Bacchae and performed in the Cant, to Kentigern, where another Harlequin, Jack Flash,
wreaks havoc on a fascist state that thought him dead. From a 1939 Paris where Jack Carter and Seamus Finnan, heroes of the International Brigades,
seek to rewrite history – to a 1929 Berlin, where a very different Jack seeks to save the world from a history he has helped make real. Locked in an
eternal battle of chaos and order, it seems everyone must play their part now, as rebel or tyrant, hero or villain. TP $32.95

Kate Elliott
Crown of Stars
King Henry's kingdom has been ravaged by internecine warfare, in a conflict that has been both long and bloody. Furthermore, the spell holding the
exiled Ashioi from the world has failed, and the land, ravaged by the fury of their return, is only now showing signs of recovery. Sanglant is
struggling to legitimise his leadership as the returned Ashioi are planning war, and Stronghand has begun a march of conquest into the heart of
Sanglant's realm. Adelheid and Antonia have made an unholy alliance, and Sabella and Duke Conrad are moving to seize Sanglant's crown. Cultures,
religions, and races are clashing in what will be the ultimate struggle for control of this strange new world. APB $22.95

Spirit Gate
The launch of a spectacular new fantasy epic from one of the most exciting new fantasy authors to have emerged in recent years.For hundreds of
years the Guardians have ruled the world of the Hundred, but these powerful gods no longer exert their will on the world. Only the reeves, patrolling
on enormous eagles, still represent the Guardians' power. And the reeves are losing their authority; for there is a dark shadow across the land that not
even they can stop.A group of fanatics has risen to devour villages, towns, and cities in their drive to annihilate all who oppose them. No one knows
who leads them; they seem inhumanly cruel and powerful. Mai and Anji ride with a company of dedicated warriors and a single reeve, who may hold
a key to stopping the deadly advance of the devouring horde. They must try to turn back the dark tide, or the world will be lost. But a young woman
sworn to the Goddess may prove more important than them all...if they are not too late.A haunting tale of individuals swept up by the chaos of war,
this is fantasy adventure at its best - rich in texture, filled with colour and excitement. TP $32.95

Steven Erikson
Reaper's Gale (Malazan Book of the Fallen 07)
All is not well in the Letherii Empire. Rhulad Sengar, the Emperor of a Thousand Deaths, spirals into madness, surrounded by sycophants and agents
of his Machiavellian chancellor, while the Letherii secret police conduct a campaign of terror against its own people. The Errant, once a farseeing
god, is suddenly blind to the future. Conspiracies seethe throughout the palace, as the empire - driven by the corrupt and self-interested - edges evercloser to all-out war with the neighbouring kingdoms. And the great Edur fleet - its warriors selected from countless peoples - draws ever closer.
Amongst them are Karsa Orlong and Icarium Lifestealer - each destined to cross blades with the emperor himself. That yet more blood is to be
spilled is inevitable... Against this backdrop, a band of fugitives seek a way out of the empire, but one of them, Fear Sengar must find the soul of
Scabandari Bloodeye. It is his hope that it might help halt the Tiste Edur, and so save his brother, the emperor. Yet, travelling with them is
Scabandari's most ancient foe: Silchas Ruin, brother of Anomander Rake. And his motives are anything but certain - for the wounds he carries on his
back, made by the blades of Scabandari, are still fresh. Fate decrees that there is to be a reckoning, for such bloodshed cannot go unanswered - and it
will be a reckoning on an unimaginable scale...
A brutal, harrowing novel of war, intrigue and dark, uncontrollable magic, this is epic fantasy at its most imaginative, storytelling at its most
thrilling. HC $69.95

Todd Fahnestock & Giles Carwyn
Mistress of Winter
Heartbroken when her beloved Brophy awakens from a curse only to abandon her in favor of Arefaine Morgeon's plot to restore the notorious City of
Sorcerers, concubine-sorceress Shara is seduced into a deadly confrontation with a pain-hungry mage. By the author of Heir of Autumn. HC $52.95

John Farris
You Don't Scare Me
Ten years after the death of her stepfather, Crow Tillman, who had been the epit ome of pure evil, twenty-four-year-old Chase Emrick remains
haunted by the horrors of her past, with everyone she has ever been close to suffering a horrific fate, until she meets campus cop Adam Cameron, but
to beat Crow once and for all they both must confront a netherworld of horror, evil, and death. HC $51.95

David Farland
The Sum of All Men (Runelords 01)
The beginning of the most compelling new fantasy saga since Robert Jordan's Wheel of Time: The RunelordsIn the first book of The Runelords, Raj
Ahten, the Wolf Lord of Indhopal, uses magic to transform himself into the ultimate warrior: The Sum of All Men. He seeks to bring all of humanity
under his rule - destroying anything and anyone in his path. Standing in his way is Prince Gaborn Val Orden, who must fulfil a 2,000-year-old
prophecy and become the Earth King, a mythic figure who can unleash the forces of the earth itself. Only then will humanity have a chance to
survive... APB $22.95
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David Farland
Brotherhood of the Wolf (Runelords 02)
Book Two of the stunning Runelords saga.The epic struggle begun in THE SUM OF ALL MEN continues in BROTHERHOOD OF THE WOLF.
Gaborn has managed to drive off Raj Ahten, but Ahten is far from defeated. Striking at far-flung cities and fortresses and killing dedicates, Ahten
seeks to draw out the Earth King from his seat of power, in order to crush him. But as they weaken each other's forces in battle, the armies of an
ancient and implacable enemy issue forth from the very bowels of the Earth... APB $22.95

Raymond E Feist
Into a Dark Realm (Darkwar 02)
Chaos threatens to overwhelm two worlds as the most dangerous force ever encountered threatens to invade Midkemia, while the most treacherous
magician in history, the madman Leso Varen, begins to wreak havoc on the world of Kelewan. Pug and the Conclave of Shadows are determined to
find Varen, only to discover that he has usurped the body of one of the most powerful men in the Empire of Tsuranuani, a Black Robe and member
of the Assembly of Magicians. Pug has the almost impossible task of uncovering the true identity of the fiendish magician in an entire city full of
Black Robes. Murder, mayhem, horror, and the darkest evil await Pug's son, Magnus, and his companions as they attempt to discover the ultimate
source of the terrible threat that hovers over Midkemia and Kelewan. Leading a desperate expedition into the realm of the Dasati, the vast and
malevolent empire which is threatening his homeworld, Magnus hopes to find the key to defeating this enemy who is capable of overwhelming the
combined might of two worlds. But even if he does, the companions will have a desperate struggle to return home with their vital information. Three
worlds will teeter on the brink of destruction as the third Riftwar: the Darkwar, is unleashed. TP $32.99

A C Flanagan
Raindance

PB $29.95

Neil Gaiman
Death: The Time of Your Life (Sandman)

TP $26.95

Sandman: Absolute Vol 1 (Sandman)
Blending modern myth and dark fantasy, a fascinating collection of the comics classic The Sandman features completely new coloring, a gallery of
character designs from Gaiman and the artist who originated the look of the Sandman, and a host of never-before-seen material. HC + Slipcase $195

Sandman: The Dream Hunters (Sandman)
A fox who wins a monk's temple to use as her den falls in love with the cleric and bargains with the Japanese bringer of dreams to protect the monk
from his enemy, the lord of a neighboring estate. TP $40.95

Death: The High Cost of Living

TP $26.95

Mike Carey
Neil Gaiman's Neverwhere
The comics adaptation of Neil Gaiman's acclaimed novel follows the adventures of an ordinary Londoner who stops to help an enigmatic girl and is
drawn into a battle to save a strange underworld kingdom--London Below--from destruction. TP $40.95

Ray Garton
Night Life
When the vampires that survived his attack twenty years ago finally find him, Davey Owen is trapped in a dark world of vengeance where he will be
made to pay--with his every last drop of blood--for what he did to them. APB $19.95

Daniel Golemon
Event
When a second unidentified craft crashes, leaving two survivors--one, a being of remarkable strength and power sent to assist humankind, and the
other, whose goal is the total extinction of life on Earth--Major Jack Collins and the top-secret Event Group race against time to stop the "Destroyer
of Worlds" before it is too late. A first novel. APB $17.95

Heather Graham
Kiss of Darkness

TP $29.95

Jonathan Green
Unnatural History

PB $23.95

Laurell K Hamilton
Danse Macabre (Anita Blake 13)
Anita Blake is worried that her careers as a Federal Marshal who raises the dead and as a vampire executioner may be jeopardized when she realizes
that she may be pregnant and the father could be a vampire, a werewolf, or someone else entirely. APB $19.95

Traci Harding Australian Author
The Dragon Queens (Mystique 02)
The bestselling author of THE ANCIENT FUTURE returns with the second instalment of this compelling series about an ancient and powerful
female lineage ... For millenia, the Gene of Isis has been passed from mother to daughter... Ashlee Devere, 19th century clairvoyant, adventurer and
historian is called upon by the Sangreal Knighthood to authenticate a Sumerian text taken from an archaeological dig. This text predates the Old
Testament ... and the Genesis story it tells is radically different from any other. Tamar, daughter of the renowned 21st century linguist, Mia
Montrose, is going through a crisis. While reading Ashlee's diaries for the first time Tamar is contacted by a powerful goddess - and endures an
astoundingly rapid transformation of her psychic abilities and physical appearance. Kali is one of the keepers of the lost key to the gateway between
our world and the next and is coming to clear a pathway to Tamar's destiny ... From the pyramids of ancient Egypt to the Halls of Amenti, from myth
to science, from the dawn of time to the near future, there are those who will do anything to protect the secrets of the gods. TP $32.99
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Charlaine Harris
Grave Sight (Harper Connelly 01)
Harper Connelly had a lucky escape when she was hit by lightning. She didn't die but sometimes she wishes she had, because the lightning strike left
her with an unusual talent: she can find dead people - and that's not always comfortable.Everyone wants to know how she does it: it's a little like
hearing a bee droning inside her head, a persistent, irregular noise that increases in strength as she gets closer to a body. It's almost electric: the
fresher the corpse, the more intense the buzz.Harper and her brother Tolliver make their living from finding the dead, for desperate parents, worried
friends and police departments who have nowhere else to look. They may not believe in her abilities but sometimes the proof is just too much for
even the most sceptical of police chiefs to deny. But it's not always easy for someone like Harper, for the dead want to be found - and too often,
finding the body doesn't bring closure; it opens a whole new can of worms. TP $29.95

Definitely Dead (Sookie Stackhouse 06)
In the sixth Sookie Stackhouse novel, the supernaturally gifted cocktail waitress heads for New Orleans, where she is forced to contend with her own
family's dark legacy and a variety of potentially lethal characters. By the author of Dead as a Doornail. APB $19.95

Raven Hart
The Vampire's Secret
In the sequel to The Vampire's Seduction, Southern aristocrat-turned-vampire William Cuyler Thorne takes on the vicious followers of his creator,
Reedrock, the one-time mentor whom William has defeated, as he and his team prepare for the ultimate showdown, only to discover that a female
vampire with unusual powers is the key to ultimate victory. APB $17.95

Brian Herbert & Kevin J Anderson
Hunters of Dune (Dune 07)
The sequel to Frank Herbert's CHAPTERHOUSE: DUNE appears at last. Fleeing from the monstrous Honored Matres - dark counterparts of the
Bene Gesserit Sisterhood - Duncan Idaho, the military genius Bashar Miles Teg, a woman named Sheeana who can talk to sandworms, and a group
of desperate refugees explore the boundaries of the universe.Aboard their sophisticated no-ship, they have used long-stored cells to resurrect heroes
and villains from the past, including Paul Muad'Dib, in preparation for a final confrontation with a mysterious outside Enemy so great it can destroy
even the terrible Honored Matres. And, deep in the hold of their giant ship, the refugees carry the last surviving sandworms from devastated Arrakis,
as they search the universe for a new Dune. APB $19.95

Frank Herbert
Hellstrom's Hive
A police-state America confronts a nightmarish new insect enemy when the Agency discovers the horrific true nature of Dr. Hellstrom's Project 40
when it sends a special team of operatives in to destroy his secret laboratory, in a new edition of the award-winning classic science fiction novel.
TP $30.95

Robert Holdstock
Mythago Wood (Merlin Codex 03)
Deep within the wildwood lies a place of myth and mystery, from which few return and none remain unchanged. Ryhope Wood may look like a
three-mile-square fenced-in wood in rural Herefordshire on the outside but inside, it is a primeval, intricate labyrinth of trees, impossibly huge,
unforgettable . . . and stronger than time itself.Stephen Huxley has already lost his father to the mysteries of Ryhope Wood. On his return from the
Second World War, he finds his brother, Christopher, is also in thrall to the mysterious wood, wherein lies a realm where mythic archetypes grow
flesh and blood, where love and beauty haunt your dreams and in promises of freedom lies the sanctuary of insanity . . . HC $39.95

Stephen Hunt
The Court of the Air
Two orphans on the run, each with the power to save the world… When Molly Templar witnesses a brutal murder at the brothel she has just been
apprenticed to, her first instinct is to return to the poorhouse where she grew up. But there she finds her fellow orphans butchered, and it slowly
dawns on her that she was in fact the real target of the attack. For Molly carries a secret deep in her blood, a secret that marks her out for destruction
by enemies of the state. Soon Molly will find herself battling a grave threat to civilization which draws on an ancient power thought to have been
quelled millennia ago. Oliver Brooks has led a sheltered life in the home of his merchant uncle. But when he is framed for his only relative's murder
he is forced to flee for his life. He is accompanied by Harry Stave, an agent of the Court of the Air - a shadowy organization independent of the
government that acts as the final judiciary of the land, ensuring that order prevails. Chased across the country, Oliver finds himself in the company of
thieves, outlaws and spies, and gradually learns more about the secret that has blighted his life, but which may also offer him the power to avert the
coming catastrophe. Their enemies are ruthless and myriad, but Molly and Oliver are joined by indomitable friends in this endlessly inventive tale
full of drama, intrigue and charm. HC $45

Charlie Huston
Already Dead (Joe Pitt)
Vampire private detective Joe Pitt takes on the Coalition, one of the most powerful Vampyre Clans in Manhattan, as he launches an investigation
into the disappearance of the daughter of a prominent New York family. BPB $22.95

Jane Johnson
The Wolf
Seeking refuge among eight exiled brothers whose unusual births as four sets of twins is said to fulfill a dangerous curse, Alys harbors a secret about
her uncle's role in tormenting the brothers as part of his plot to claim their ancestral inheritance. TP $28.95

Linda Winstead Jones
Prince of the Fire (Children of the Sun 02)
In this second installment in the Children of the Sun trilogy, Keelia, the Queen of Anwyn, loses her heart to her shapeshifting captor, but must decide
whether their love is worth betraying the Prophecy of the Firstborn. APB $19.95

Dierdre Knight
Parallel Seduction
In an alternate world where treachery, betrayal, and desire threaten to destroy the lives of three allies, FBI linguist Hope Harper, joining in the war to
defend humankind, is torn between two different men--Jake, a warrior from the future, and Scott, a human hybrid and the king's lieutenant.
APB $17.95
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Brian Lumley
The House of Cthulhu Volume 1
Previously published by a small press and available now to general audiences, a tale by the author of the Necroscope series introduces readers to the
island continent world of Theem'hdra, a land plagued by deep-sea creatures, mountain monsters, and teeming slave trade centers. TP $30.95

Scott Lynch
The Lies of Locke Lamora
They say that the Thorn of Camorr can beat anyone in a fight. They say he steals from the rich and gives to the poor. They say he's part man, part
myth and mostly street-corner rumour. And they are wrong on every count.Only averagely tall, slender and god-awful with a sword, Locke Lamora
is the fabled Thorn and the greatest weapons at his disposal are his wit and cunning. He steals from the rich - they're the only ones worth stealing
from but the poor can go steal for themselves. What Locke cons, wheedles and tricks into his possession is strictly for him and his band of fellow
con-artists and thieves: the Gentleman Bastards. Together their domain is the city of Camorr. Built of Elderglass by a race no-one remembers, its a
city of shifting revels, filthy canals, baroque palaces and crowded cemeteries. Home to Dons, merchants, soldiers, beggars, cripples and feral
children. And to Capa Barsavi, the criminal mastermind who runs the city. BPB $22.95

Katie MacAlister
The Last of the Red-Hot Vampires (Paranormals 06)
While traveling through England with her best friend, physicist Portia Harding, accidentally summoning an ethereal virtue who gives her the gift of
weather control, is stalked by Theondre North, the gorgeous son of an angel, who needs her help in changing his fate. APB $19.95

A Lee Martinez
In the Company of Ogres
Appointed to the head of the wayward Ogre Company when his immortality proves valuable on several occasions, Never Dead Ned finds himself in
charge of such fellow monsters as a two-headed ogre, a seductive siren, and a suicidal goblin. APB $17.95

A J Matthews
Unbroken
Kiera Davis, tormented by terrifying blackouts and dark visions, is plunged into a nightmare when, one by one, her friends and enemies begin dying
and at each murder scene witnesses report seeing a woman who resembles her. APB $19.95

Julian May
Ironcrown Moon (Borealis Moon 02)
King Conrig Ironcrown now rules the entire island of High Blenholme. But the peace he achieved after ruthlessly uniting its four quarrelling
kingdoms into a Sovereignty is about to be challenged by enemies both mortal and supernatural. Rumours abound that his vengeful first wife,
Maudrayne, believed to have committed suicide when she discovered his infidelity, is in fact still alive and about to reveal a secret that could cost
Conrig his throne. A more tangible threat is posed by the ambitious sorcerer Beynor, and his crony, Conrig's traitorous former alchymist Kilian, who
have stolen a trove of currently inactive moonstones capable of drawing tremendous power from the mysterious supernatural Beaconfolk. After
initiating a civil war, the pair hope to utilize this power to vanquish Conrig's fatally divided realm and rule it themselves. The King's unlikely
champion is his royal intelligencer, Deveron, a young man secretly possessed of magical talents. But Deveron is torn between his loyalty to the ironwilled king and his own conscience. The resulting clash involves not only human beings, but also the ancient races who inhabited High Blenholme
before them – and who now intend to take back their lost homeland. APB $19.95

Sandra McDonald
The Outback Stars
Recovering from injuries sustained during the loss of her last ship, bored hero Lieutenant Jodenny Scott takes a berth on the next ship out, the Aral
Sea, a ship full of misfits, malcontents, and criminals, and journeys to the Alcheringa, an alien-controlled space warp, where she comes face to face
with a powerful force that will turn her life upside down. A first novel. HC $52.95

Terry McGarry
Triad (Binder's Road 03)
In a conclusion to the saga that began with Illumination and The Binder's Road, a new power promises to turn the tide in the war of the coast, while
the surviving defenders of the realm find themselves falling under a nightmarish attack, a situation that forces them to undertake a quest into the
realms of the dead. APB $19.95

Elizabeth Moon
Command Decision (Vatta's War 04)
With most of her family dead, slaughtered in a series of brutal attacks aimed at destroying the Vatta interstellar shipping empire, Kylara Vatta
struggles to rebuild her family business and recruit allies to her cause, working to bring together a ragtag group of traders to strike back against an
entire fleet of pirates. APB $19.95

Christopher Moore
Lamb

BPB $22.95

James A Moore
Three of Swords

APB $17.95

Natasha Mostert
Season of the Witch
Asked by a former lover to investigate the disappearance of her stepson, information thief and skilled "remote viewer" Gabriel Blackstone begins to
investigate a pair of beautiful witch sisters who use their magic to attain vast levels of power, a case during which Gabriel finds himself in mortal
danger. By the author of The Midnight Side. HC $51.95

Scott Nicholson
They Hunger
When a group of white-water rafters unwittingly awakens an ancient evil in the rugged wilderness of the Appalachian Mountains, they are hunted by
immortal creatures who are desperate to quench their thirst for blood. APB $17.95
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Andre Norton
Dark Companion
After the destruction of the planet Beltane, survivors encounter hostile mutant creatures remaining on their planet's surface in Dark Piper, while in
Dread Companion, a nightmare unfolds when Kilda agrees to care for two children emigrating from Chalox to the planet Dylan, in an omnibus
edition containing two classic science fiction adventures. APB $19.95

Matthew Olshan
The Flown Sky
Allele Island is a beachcomber's paradise for a charming little primate named Eena Beena, who tends her stretch of beach--and the hapless castaways
who wash up there--as if it were her own private garden. Everything changes when a deranged ape named Prospero arrives with plans to kidnap the
island's queen for an evil experiment that threatens the world. A novel of adventure, word play, and high literary nonsense. HC $40.95

Ben Peek Australian Author
Black Sheep
TP $30.95
Vicki Petterson
The Taste of the Night (Sign of the Zodiac 02)
In the sequel to The Scent of Shadows, Joanna Archer, torn between the forces of Light and Shadow, continues her quest to fulfill her destiny,
journeying to Las Vegas to stop a terrifying plague unleashed on the city by her father, a powerful overlord of Zodiac's dark side. APB $17.95

Tim Powers
On Stranger Tides

TP $39.95

Frank Rich
The Devil Knocks
In 2031, the world is submerged into nightmarish disorder, and in the police state of Denver, Jake Strait, while hunting down and destroying killers,
must race against time across a toxic wasteland when a bounty hunter turned revolutionary sets his sights on him. APB $16.95

John Ringo
Into the Looking Glass (Looking Glass 01)
An investigation into a mammoth explosion that led to the destruction of the the University of Central Florida and much of the surrounding
countryside leads physicist William Weaver and Navy SEAL Command Master Chief Robert Miller to the discovery of a series of interdimensional
gateways, one of which is disgorging demonic alien visitors intent on annihilating all life on Earth. APB $19.95

John Ringo & Tom Kratman
Yellow Eyes (Posleen)
With the alien Posleen invaders advancing on the strategically important Panama Canal, the United States, overstretched as it prepares to defend the
U.S. itself, sends a handful of advanced Armored Combat Suits, rejuvenated combat veterans, and three antiquated warships to assist the
Panamanians in preventing the canal from falling into enemy hands. HC $51.95

Jennifer Roberson
Karavans
When their home is destroyed by the vicious, tribal Hecari, Audrun and her husband Davyn, along with their four children, must join a karavan that
will pass the demon-infested deepwood of Alisanos, but luck is on their side when they discover that their fellow passengers are gifted with various
forms of magic. APB $19.95

Patrick Rothfuss
The Name of the Wind
A hero named Kvothe, now living under an assumed name as the humble proprietor of an inn, recounts his transformation from a magically gifted
young man into the most notorious wizard, musician, thief, and assassin in his world. A first novel. HC $51.95

Robert J Sawyer
Rollback
Accepting a rollback, an expensive, experimental rejuvenation procedure, for herself and her husband of sixty years in exchange for deciphering a
message from aliens, Dr. Sarah Halifax is faced with a dilemma when the procedure works on her husband, making him physically twenty-five
again, but not on her, leaving her in her eighties. HC $51.95

Mary Shelley
Frankenstein CD
FRANKENSTEIN, or the Modern Prometheus, is Mary Shelley's passionate and Gothic tale of terror, in which a man's desire to know the
unknowable sweeps him into a living nightmare. Victor Frankenstein's experiments with life itself give birth to an extraordinary force with the
potential for either good or evil. Read by Kenneth Branagh. CD $35

David Sherman & Dan Cragg
Flashfire (Starfist 11)
When a fierce rebellion breaks out on the edge of the frontier, Charlie Bass and the Marines of the 34th FIST are sent in to quell the fighting, in a
new adventure of the Fleet Initial Strike Team. APB $19.95

Kassandra Sims
Falling Upwards
Alabama businesswoman Neva Jones suddenly finds herself on a quest after being told to acquire a lock of pale hair and a lock of dark hair, to take
off all the iron she is wearing, and to jump into a lake, a decision that takes her into the heart of a bizarre dreamworld in which she must save the
gorgeous man she met during a business trip to Wales from a strange curse. APB $17.95

Martin Sketchley
The Liberty Gun (Affinity Trap 03)
Part of the "Structure" series, this third edition shows Delgado and Ashala catapulted into a future Seriatt occupied by the Sinz - a three-species race
of humanoid, avian, and amphibian form. But despite their apparent strength, the Sinz are vulnerable, reliant on the basillia - a gigantic subterranean
organism - for their existence. TP $29.95
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Beatrice Small
A Distant Tomorrow (World of Hetar 02)
Following her destiny to the world of Terah, Lara, using her newfound magical abilities, lifts an ancient curse and earns the love of its ruler, Magnus
Hauk, who accompanies her back to Hetar, where, while trying to thwart a civil war, they are threatened by the animosity of a dangerous enemy.
APB $17.95
TP $27.95

Kerrelyn Sparks
Be Still My Vampire Heart
A vampire for nearly half a millennium, Angus MacKay feels that there is little to surprise him, until he encounters the sexy Emma Wallace, an
agent from the CIA's elite Stake-Out team and a vampire slayer determined to kill the monsters who had destroyed her parents. APB $15.95

Allen Steele
Spindrift
More than fifty years after a European starship goes missing while investigating an unidentified space object with possible alien origins, the
expedition's three surviving members return to Earth without having aged and possessing claims about an extraterrestrial race. By the author of
Coyote Frontier. HC $51.95

J R R Tolkien & Christopher Tolkien
The Children of Hurin (Middle Earth)
Painstakingly restored from Tolkien’s manuscripts and presented for the first time as a fully continuous and standalone story, the epic tale of The
Children of Hurin will reunite fans of The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings with Elves and Men, dragons and Dwarves, eagles and Orcs, and the
rich landscape and characters unique to Tolkien.
Turin is born into a Middle-earth crushed by the recent victory of the Dark Lord, Morgoth, and his monstrous army. The greatest warriors among
Elves and Men have perished and Turin’s father, Hurin, has been captured. For his defiance, Hurin’s entire family is cursed by Morgoth to be
brought down into darkness and despair.
But, like his father, Turin refuses to be cowed by Morgoth and as he grows so does the legend of the deadly hero. In a land overrun with marauding
Orcs, Turin gathers to him a band of outlaws and gradually they begin to turn the tide in the war for supremacy of Middle-earth.
Then Morgoth unleashes his greatest weapon: Glaurung, Mightiest of Dragons, and he proves an unstoppable foe. As the Dragon carves a fiery
swathe through Middle-earth there remains only one man who can slay him, but to do that he will first have to confront his destiny.
The Children of Hurin was one of three Great Tales begun by J.R.R. Tolkien as he recovered from the horrors of the First World War, and he worked
on refining and improving it for the rest of his life. This tragic tale of adventure, heroism, suffering and love stands as one of the finest expressions of
his skills as a storyteller and the narrative is as powerful as anything contained within The Lord of the Rings. Painstakingly reconstructed by
Christopher Tolkien from his father’s manuscripts, it can finally be enjoyed as the author originally intended. HC $49.99 Deluxe edition HC $150

Karen Traviss
Ally
As the worlds orbiting Cavanagh's Star ignite in turmoil, threatened by civil war and genocide, the inhabitants of a distant planet known as Earth are
confronting their own day of reckoning as the powerful alien Eqbas plot to remake Earth in their own image, at the expense of its human population.
APB $19.95

Elizabeth Vaughan
Warprize
Xylara is a Daughter of Xy, brought up to do her duty to her country, her king and her people. Her father, the Warrior King Xyron, is dead and her
incompetent half-brother Xymund is on the throne; she has chosen to serve her people as a healer, until she is needed to make a marriage of
alliance.But the once-great kingdom of Xy is threatened by the Warlord and his barbarian Firelanders and her brother Xymund is forced to surrender.
The terms are fair: the kingdom will remain under Xymund's control and the taxes and tithes are reasonable. All prisoners and wounded are to be
exchanged unharmed. There is just one thing more: to ensure a true peace - no pillaging, no looting, no rapine - the Warlord has claimed tribute. He
claims Xylara, Daughter of Xy, to be his Warprize... APB $32.95

Carrie Vaughn
Kitty Takes a Holiday (Kitty 03)
Caught on national television transforming into a wolf, Kitty heads to a mountain cabin retreat to recover her equilibrium and write her memoirs,
only to have trouble find her once again when someone leaves bizarre animal sacrifices on her front porch, and werewolf hunter Cormac shows up
with an injured Ben O'Farrell, Kitty's lawyer, and they are all stalked by a strange wolf-like creature with glowing eyes. APB $17.95

Vernor Vinge
Rainbow's End
In a near-future western civilization that is threatened by corruptive practices within its technologically advanced information networks, a recovered
Alzheimer's victim, his military son and daughter-in-law, and his middle school-age granddaughter are caught up in a dangerous maelstrom beyond
their worst imaginings. By the Hugo Award-winning author of A Deepness in the Sky. APB $19.95

Joan D Vinge
Psion
Orphaned young and forced to survive on the streets of a distant planet, telepathic urchin Cat is the ultimate future punk, but he is swept into a
struggle for his life when two interstellar powers want to use his mind as a weapon, in a twenty-fifth anniversary edition of the classic science fiction
novel. TP $32.95

Shiloh Walker
Hunters: Heart and Soul (Hunters)
In two new stories in the Hunter series, two paranormal warrior couples hunt down undead rogue beings who threaten their world, an existence that
is marked by unimaginable nighttime appetites. By the author of Hunting the Hunted. TP $28.95

Lawrence Watt-Evans
The Wizard Lord (Annals of the Chosen 01)
Having trained to become a Swordsman for the archetypal Chosen, who protect their world by overseeing the Wizard Lord, young Breaker faces an
unexpected challenge when the Wizard Lord's dereliction of duty makes it necessary to remove him from power. By the author of the Obsidian
Chronicles. APB $19.95
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Liz Williams
Darkland
In the far-distant future, Vali Hallsdottir, assassin of an organisation known as the Skald, is sent on a mission to the world of Nhem. Her assignment
is to eliminate the destructive patriarchal regime of the Hierolath. But shortly after her arrival, Vali finds herself betrayed by her mission partner,
who is not the man he seems.
Frey, once Vali's lover, has undergone a genetic transformation and has his own agenda for travelling to Nhem. After Vali's escape from the clutches
of the Hierolath's militia she goes in search of Frey in order to discover the reasons for his betrayal. Her journey takes Vali to Darkland, where
sinister forces known as the vitki wreak havoc... APB $19.95

Bloodmind
Vali Hallsdottir has returned to her home world of Muspell to discover that her nation is in chaos, preparing to face invasion from the neighbouring
country of Darkland. When her friend and mentor Idhunn is brutally murdered and her spine removed and stolen, Vali falls under suspicion and is
held by the army of the Morrighanu, but is released by a mysterious force.
Having nowhere else to run, she travels across the northern ice field to the hostile glacier territory of Darkland, where she meets an old enemy, Thorn
Eld, a member of the elite security force known as the vitki. Eld tells her that Darkland has spawned a rogue assassin, a female vitki killer known as
Skinning Knife, and despite their differences Vali and Eld decide to join forces and track down the vitki's most lethal weapon. Together they are
going to face some dangerous questions about the nature of Skinning Knife herself, and her impact on their world... TP $32.95

Michael Z Williamson
The Weapon (Freehold 02)
A disenchanted young man recruited for an elite deep cover unit, Kenneth Chinran is sent by his homeland to infiltrate a fascist, militaristic planet
called Earth, marrying and siring a daughter, but when Earth invades his home system, he and his team launch a counterattack that kills billions,
transforming him and his daughter into planetwide fugitives. APB $19.95

John C Wright
Titans of Chaos
In the conclusion of a trilogy about five non-human orphans raised in a strict British boarding school, which began with Orphans of Chaos and
Fugitives of Chaos, the five young people have discovered their true natures, harnessed their strange abilities, and escaped into the world, where their
true battle for survival begins. HC $52.95

Jack Yeovil
Comeback Tour (Demon Download 04)
The King isn't dead! Elvis Presley might not be a Colonel in the US Army
anymore, but he's got a reputation as being one of the toughest independent Sanctioned Ops in the South. Yet, can he prevent the world being
destroyed (further) while fighting of the KKK, swamp mutants and voodoo priests? APB $16

Anthologies
Kate Douglas, Noelle Mack & Kathleen Dante
Sexy Beast II
Three sensual tales of the supernatural include Kate Douglas's "Chanku Fallen," in which two master shapeshifters, on the prowl in New Mexico,
rescue Tala, a woman sold into bondage, and instruct her in the erotic arts, which teaches her how to be truly free. TP $26.95

Gardner Dozois & Jack Dann Editor
Dangerous Games
Featuring contributions from Alastair Reynolds, Allen Steele, Kate Wilhelm, Vernor Vinge, Cory Doctorow, and Jason Stoddard, among others, this
thrilling collection imagines the computer games of the future where winning is the key to survival and losing is the ultimate sacrifice. APB $19.95

Martin H Greenberg & Russell Davis Editor
If I Were An Evil Overlord
Featuring contributions from Jody Lynn Nye, Fiona Patton, and Tanya Huff, this intriguing collection of fourteen original stories ponders what it
would be like to be an Evil Overlord and rule the universe, from a vengeful tyrant's daughter, to a man given the ultimate power by fortune cookie
fortunes. APB $19.95

Darrell Schweitzer Editor
The Secret History of Vampires
Featuring contributions from Harry Turtledove, Mike Resnick, Tanith Lee, and Ian Watson, this collection of thirteen original tales takes readers into
the darkly seductive world of the vampire, imaginatively exploring the roles of the immortal undead throughout human history. APB $19.95

Harry Turtledove Editor
Alternate Generals III
A new collection of alternate history stories speculates about how world history would have been changed if the great battles, from the battle for the
Philippines during World War II to Joan of Arc's campaign to free France, had been fought under different circumstances, in works by Judith Tarr,
Mike Resnick, Roland J. Green, Esther M. Friesner, and others. APB $19.95

Shiloh Walker et al
Lover From Another World (Ellora's Cave)
A fourth collection of erotic novellas includes Rachel Carrington's "Her Lover's World," in which two lovers from different worlds overcome the
boundaries of time and space to be together; Elizabeth Jewell's "Lady of the Seals," about a shipwreck victim who finds refuge in the arms of an
enigmatic woman on a tiny Scottish island; and a tale of ghostly passion, "Voyeur" by Shiloh Walker. TP $28.95
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Young Adult
Dominic Barker
Blart II (Blart 02)
Blart is wanted, dead or alive. It's nice to be wanted, but hard to enjoy once you have been skewered horribly by the Duke's army. But it's not just
Blart's life that's at stake. The greatest sorcerer alive has made a very big (and rather embarrassing) mistake, and now Blart must embark on a
perilous mission to save his own life, his friends' lives, and potentially the world (again). PB $15.95

Tom Becker
Darkside

PB $15.99

Bruno Bouchet Australian Author
Lab Rats in Space
Waking up in a laboratory floating in space, five children and a furry brick realise they ve been cruelly experimented on limbs have been added,
looks changed and some really weird things happen to their bodies. Escaping the research station these Lab Rats embark on a hilarious action-packed
mission to find their homes before the evil Professor Xanax and his nasty assistant, Bumface capture them again. PB $14.95

Melvin Burgess
Bloodsong
'You thought you were watching my death, , hissed the dragon. 'But you were watching your own. ' And then he lunged.
Forced into the clutches of a bloodthirsty dragon, Sigurd is fighting not only for his life, but for the survival of an apocalyptic Britain. For Sigurd is
the chosen one; the golden warrior boy blessed with the courage of a hero and the strength of a lion. In a world where power and corruption is all
consuming, can he fulfil his destiny and overcome the tyranny that threatens to destroy him? BPB $16.95

Nancy Yi Fan
Swordbird
Stone-run Forest was once a peaceful place, but suddenly the local woodbird tribes, the Cardinals and Blue Jays, find themselves at odds; precious
food supplies have been stolen and fighting has broken out. Unbeknown to the woodbirds, the evil hawk Turnatt has been turning the tribes against
one another as part of his evil strategy to take over the forest. He has already enslaved many captives from the surrounding tribes, who he's been
forcing to build an evil fortress in which he plans to confine all the woodbirds. And the Cardinals and Blue Jays are to be his next victims. Thanks to
an escaped slavebird Miltin, the woodbirds learn of Turnatt's strategy. But the only way to save the forest is to call on the legendary Swordbird; the
heroic bird of peace. Young birds Aska and Miltin fly off on a dangerous mission to find the Leasone gem; paired with an ancient song from the Old
Scripture, this is the only way to conjure Swordbird's help. But will they return in time to save the forest, or even make it back at all... When Nancy
Yi Fan was in sixth grade she learned about terrorism and September 11th. That night she had a startling dream about birds at war. And the next day
she started writing Swordbird to convey her mesage of peace to the world. BPB $14.99

Kim Harrison, Meg Cabot & Stephanie Meyer
Prom Nights From Hell
Five best-selling authors put their own spin on the prom night from hell, offering up everything from fledgling superheroes to grim reapers to a
creepy update on the classic three-wishes-gone-bad tale. PB $22.95 HC $34.95

Erin Hunter
Sunset (Warriors New Prophecy 06)
Amidst ongoing strife within and between the Clans of warrior cats, Brambleclaw is tempted by the dark plans of his father and brother, and the
meaning of Leafpool's ominous visions becomes clear.
This is the final addition to this feline-filled adventure series as the destiny of the Clans is decided upon the revelation of dark secrets and a series of
challenging battles. HC $34.95

Julia Jarman
The Time-Travelling Cat and the Tudor Treasure
Ka, the time-travelling cat, has disappeared, leaving just one clue - a word on Topher's computer screen: Riche mount
When Topher discovers that 'Richemount' meant 'Richmond' in Tudor times, he fears that Ka is in terrible danger. Cats were tortured in Tudor
England, so Topher must try to find her before it is too late. In doing so, he meets Queen Elizabeth and Doctor Dee, the court magician and
astronomer, who thinks Ka can help him find the elusive philosopher's stone.
An exciting and transporting fantasy, exploring both contemporary and ancient issues. PB $14.95

Derek Landy
Skulduggery Lane
Hell-for-leather car chases, vampire smack-downs and magical duels. Get ready for the fastest, funniest fright-fest of your life... 'So you won't keep
anything from me again?' He put his hand to his chest. 'Cross my heart and hope to die.' 'Okay then. Though you don't actually have a heart, she said.
'I know.' 'And technically, you've already died.' 'I know that too.' 'Just so we're clear.' Stephanie's uncle Gordon is a writer of horror fiction. But when
he dies and leaves her his estate, Stephanie learns that while he may have written horror, it certainly wasn't fiction. Pursued by evil forces intent on
recovering a mysterious key, Stephanie finds help from an unusual source; the wisecracking skeleton of a dead wizard. When all hell breaks loose,
it's lucky for Skulduggery that he's already dead. Though he's about to discover that being a skeleton doesn't stop you from being tortured, if the
torturer is determined enough. And if there's anything Skulduggery hates, it's torture... Will evil win the day? Will Stephanie and Skulduggery stop
bickering long enough to stop it? One thing's for sure: evil won't know what's hit it. BPB $19.99

Andrew Lansdown Australian Author
With My Knife (With My Knife 01)
It is the best knife Colyn has ever seen. He finds it by chance, buried in the potato paddock where he is working with his father, and immediately he
knows that he has wanted a knife of his own for a long time. It is special. It is his knife. But is it really chance that has led him to its discovery?
Colyn soon learns that there is not only beauty in the knife, but magic too; and with magic come power and danger. For, with his knife, Colyn opens
a doorway into a mysterious otherworld, and here he becomes involved in an adventure more exciting and more perilous than he could ever have
imagined. BPB $15.99
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Kathryn Lasky
To Be A King (Guardians of Ga'Hoole 11)
Hoole reclaims the throne of his father and goes on to wage a war against the forces of chaos, greed, and oppression, led by the powerful warlordtyrants. BPB $10.99

Margaret Mahy New Zealand Author
The Changeover
The face in the mirror. From the moment she saw it, Laura Chant knew that something dreadful was going to happen. It wasn't the first time she'd
been forewarned. But never before had anything so terrible happened. The horrifyingly evil Carmody Braque touched and branded her little brother and now Jacko was very ill, getting steadily worse. There was only one way to save him. Laura had to change over: had to release her supernatural
powers. And that meant joining forces with the extraordinary and enigmatic Sorenson Carlisle... BPB $14.99

Fiona McIntosh Australian Author
Severo's Intent (Fantastica 2: 01)
Saxten is a boy not at ease with his surroundings. He is not who he thinks he is: he must flee the world he has come to believe is his own and fulfil
his destiny. Along the way he discovers his talent for shapeshifting, and uses it to defend himself against the evil Severo and regain his rightful
inheritance. Saxten is a boy not at ease with his surroundings. He is not who he thinks he is: he must flee the world he has come to believe is his own
and fulfil his destiny. Along the way he discovers his talent for shapeshifting, and uses it to defend himself against the evil Severo and regain his
rightful inheritance. BPB $4.99

Shape Shifter (Fantastica 2: 02)
Ferdor, a magician, has been hired to find Saxten and trap him, using his friend Lily as bait. But he has not counted on the loyalty of Dargo, the only
wolf among all the creatures of the forest who is deaf to Severo's treachery. BPB $9.99

James Patterson
School's Out Forever (Maximum Ride 02)
It's 24 hours since Max Ride and her fellow bird-kids escaped the New York Institute, and they're still on the run. But the six companions - 98
percent human, 2 percent bird - came away with some vital information. If they can decode the garbled words and numbers, perhaps they'll find out
where their parents are.There's a lot of trouble ahead for Max, Fang, Iggy, Nudge, the Gasman and Angel - not to mention Total, the talking dog.
Their enemies, the fearsome Erasers, have acquired a new skill - they too can now fly. After an air-battle, the badly hurt Fang ends up in hospital.
There the FBI track down the flock, who have even ended up going to school! But that doesn't quite fit in with searching for parents, or with what the
insistent Voice in Max's head keeps reminding her - that her mission is 'to save the world'. BPB $16.95

Tamora Pierce
Wild Magic (Immortals 01)
Daine is desperate to forget the past. The bandit attack. The slaughter of her family. Her madness. But she cannot forget. Power over wild magic is
Daine's birthright, and protecting Tortall her destiny. Daine must master her rare and wondrous power, or else see friends and home destroyed once
more... PB $17.99

The Emperor Mage (Immortals 03)
Emperor Ozorne's Immortal minions have savaged peaceful Tortall. Daine has lost many friends to Hurrock claw and Stormwing talon. Now Ozorne
talks of treaties, and for Tortall's sake, Daine must attend the peace conference - somehow keeping her wild magic in check. But other forces demand
she unleash that power. The Gods are furious with Emperor Ozorne, and have chose Daine to deliver their dreadful retribution. Compelled by the
Graveyard Hag, Daine confronts Ozorne. But should she use divine power to bring the mighty Empire to its knees? BPB $17.99

Realms of the Gods (Immortals 04)
Daine should have killed Ozorne when she had the chance. Now the former Emperor turned Stormwing has raised a band of pirates, brigands and
Immortals intent on destroying Tortall. But through his quest for revenge, the evil mage has unleashed darkness beyond even his reckoning. Ozorne
has made a foolish pact with Uusoae, God of Chaos. Daine must seek help in the Divine Realms, for this vile queen will not stop with the
extermination of Tortall. She exists with one purpose - to suck all life into chaos and oblivion. PB $17.99

Richard Poole
The Brass Key (Lowmoor 02)
Blackmailed by the sinister Spetch twins, Jewel and Thorn must journey to retrieve the mysterious brass key. Until they find it and return it to the
Spetches, Thorn's sister is at the cruel mercy of the twins. Encountering malevolent forces along the way, Jewel and Thorn discover a dangerous
opponent lurking in the shadows. PB $14.95

The Iron Angel (Lowmoor 03)
Terry Pratchett
Truckers (CD) (Nomes 01)

HC $24.95

'Outside! What's it like?'
Masklin looked blank
'Well,' he said. 'It's sort of big -'
To the thousands of tiny nomes who live under the floorboards of a large department store, there is no Outside. Things like Day and Night, Sun and
Rain are just daft old legends.
Then a devastating piece of news shatters their existence: the Store - their whole world - is to be demolished. And it's up to Masklin, one of the last
nomes to come into the Store, to mastermind an unbelievable escape plan that will take all the nomes into the dangers of the great Outside.
Brought to life by Tony Robinson, successful writer, actor and documentary -maker. Star of radio, TV and theatre. Well-known for the popular TV
series Time Team and his role as Baldrick in Blackadder. CD $47.95

Diggers (CD) (Nomes 02)
A Bright New Dawn is just around the corner for thousands of tiny nomes when they move into the ruined buildings of an abandoned quarry. Or is
it? Soon strange things begin to happen. Then humans appear and they really mess everything up. The quarry is to be re-opened, and the nomes must
fight to defend their new home. But how long will they be able to keep the humans at bay - even with the help of the monster Jekub? The second title
in a magnificent trilogy about the nomes, a race of little people struggling to survive in a world of humans. CD $47.95
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Terry Pratchett
Wings (CD) (Nomes 03)
Somewhere in a place so far up there is no down, a ship is waiting to take the nomes home - back to wherever they came from. And one nome,
Masklin, knows that they've got to try and contact this ship.
It means getting to Florida (wherever that is), then getting to the launch of a communications satellite (whatever that is). A ridiculous plan.
Impossible. But Masklin doesn't know this, so he tries to do it anyway. And the first step is to try and hitch a ride on a new kind of truck, a truck with
wings - Concorde...
The hilarious and imaginative sequel to TRUCKERS and DIGGERS. CD $47.95

The Carpet People (CD)
In the beginning, there was nothing but endless flatness. Then came the Carpet...
That's the old story everyone knows and loves (even if they don't really believe it). But now the Carpet is home to many different tribes and peoples
and there's a new story in the making. The story of Fray, sweeping a trail of destruction across the Carpet. The story of power-hungry mouls - and of
two Munrung brothers, who set out on an adventure to end all adventures when their village is flattened.
It's a story that will come to a terrible end - if someone doesn't do something about it. If everyone doesn't do something about it...
A hilarious fantasy, co-written by Terry Pratchett, aged seventeen, and master storyteller, Terry Pratchett, aged forty-three. CD $47.95

Michael Pryor Australian Author
Last Castle (Chronicles of Krangor 01)
When the queen threatens to conquer all seven kingdoms of Krangor and thus break the ancient bond between the saur and the land, one young noble
vows to stop her. Adalon's promise sets him on a perilous quest. He and his loyal friends Targesh and Simangee must find a safe haven, far from the
queen's bloodthirsty soldiers.
Beyond a river of fire, a lost castle beckons. Mysteries and magical wonders await the three friends at the castle - but awakening ancient magic
brings its own dangers. PB $14.95

Justin Richards
The Death Collector
When Eddie 'Dipper' Hopkins steals George Archer's wallet he has no idea that he is about to enter a dark world of grave-robbing, assassins and
zombies.For George Archer is no ordinary citizen. He has just been offered a job in the top secret Department of Unclassified Artefacts at the British
Museum - a department that investigates the bizarre and the unexplained. And in George's wallet is a clue to one of the biggest mysteries of all. A
secret that has remained hidden for millions of years.On the run for their lives, Eddie and George join forces to escape a depraved genius who needs
the secret for his terrifying plan. Helped by the redoubtable Sir William Protheroe and actress Elizabeth Oldfield, they find themselves in a heartstopping race against time. A race to unravel the secret before London is overrun by creatures from the dead, both human and dinosaur... PB $15.95

Katherine Roberts
Spellfall
PB $15.99
Penni Russon Australian Author
Drift (Undine 03)
Undine thinks she could be happy living in a world where Stephen is still alive. Back in the real world, Trout could be happy too - as long as he
doesn't think about Undine's disappearance, or why her shadow appears in his photographs. Phoenix is new in town, a drifter, passing through with
his conjuring tricks.
But they can't keep drifting forever, and one hot summer night their worlds collide. Coincidence or confluence? Illusion or reality? Trout isn't sure he
wants an answer and Phoenix isn't telling. All Undine knows is that she must find a way to return home. Someone is calling her name. Sister, come
to me...
In the spellbinding conclusion to the Undine trilogy, the girl and the magic must become one to quell the darkness forever. BPB $17.95

Sharon Shinn
Safekeeper's Secret
Damiana is Safe-Keeper in the small village of Tambleham, where neighbors and strangers alike come one by one, in secret, to tell her things they
dare not share with anyone else. An ALA Best Book for Young Adults. PB $17.95

The Truthteller's Tale
As twins with special gifts, one for keeping secrets and one for telling the truth, sisters Adele and Edela are important figures in the town of
Merendon, thus when they turn seventeen and a dancing-master and his apprentice come to stay at their father's inn, flirtatious acts and mistaken
identity result in unexpected relationships amongst the group. PB $17.95

The Dream-Maker's Magic
Although Kellen was raised as a boy, she builds a strong bond with Gryffin, the kingdom's new Dream-Maker, and when Gryffin is whisked away to
the castle, Kellen is forced to face her feelings for Gryffin in his absence. By the author of The Truth-Teller's Tale. HC $34.95

J M Trewellard
Butterfingers
Princess Bella has been snatched from her secret garden by a terrifying monster, leaving behind nothing but a glittering golden ball! Not even the
bravest knights in the kingdom can save her from the huge, dark, fire-breathing creature with enormous wings, a great swishing tail and deadly
claws. But clumsy Ned the stable boy is determined to succeed where the gallant knights have failed.
Can he defeat the dragon and get the girl? Or will he let the chance to become a hero slip through his butterfingers? Join our unlikely hero and his
animal friends on their daring quest across the plain, through the woods and into the mountains to find out... HC $27.95
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Catherine Webb
The Obsidian Dagger (Horatio Lyle 02)
London, 1864. Victoria is queen, the Empire is in the fullness of health and all is as it should be in the world. Or is it?There seem to be some odd
things going on in the city of London, lately. Take the murders, for instance; quite peculiar. And those missing statues - what's going on there? And
shouldn't Saint Paul's have a roof? Odd.Horatio Lyle, of course, is no stranger to strangeness. In fact, he finds the lure of the unknown quite
invigorating. But having just survived the most frightening episode in his life, the last thing he wants is that pompous Lord Lincoln sticking his nose
in again and demanding that he take on another case the police are too thick to solve. Of course, His Lordship can be painfully persuasive at times, so
it should come as no surprise that Lyle, along with his young proteges Tess (the thief) and Thomas (the toff), and his faithful hound Tate (the smart
one), is soon up to his cravat in events of a singularly unscientific nature. PB $16.95

Scott Westerfeld Australian Author
The Last Days
Strange things are happening in New York City: people going crazy in the streets, old friends disappearing, angels (or devils) clambering on the fire
escapes. But for Moz, Zahler and Pearl, all that matters is their new band. As the city reels under a mysterious epidemic, the three combine their
talents with a vampire lead singer and a drummer whose fractured mind can glimpse the coming darkness. Will their music stave off the end of the
world? Or summon it?
Set against the gritty apocalypse that begins in Peeps, The Last Days is about five teenagers who find themselves creating the soundtrack for the end
of the world. BPB $19.95

Carole Wilkinson Australian Author
Dragon Moon (Dragonkeeper 03)
Ancient China. Han Dynasty. Ping and Kai have travelled far, but their journey is not yet over. Danger stalks them. Ping must find Kai a safe place.
But how?
When a hidden message from Danzi makes the way clear, Ping knows that once again the journey of a thousand li begins with a single step.
The triumphant conclusion to the multi-award-winning Dragonkeeper trilogy. PB $19.95

Media and Comic Related
2000AD
Caballistics Inc: Better the Dead
Mike Wild
The Caballistics are attacked in London and forced to use powerful magic,
which breaks The Accord - the pact that forbids the use of sorcery. They've
been set up. Someone wants them out of the way, but why? The answer
lies with doppelgangers of figures who are key to activating a British
variation of the terracotta army. APB $16

Battlestar Galactica
Unity
Steven Harper
Finding a colonial-issue escape pod floating in space after a skirmish with a Cylon craft, the crew of the Galactica find a human survivor, singer
Peter Atti, and his Cylon captor, but freeing Atti unleashes a deadly, nerve deteriorating Cylon weapon that is rapidly spreading throughout the fleet.
HC $52.95 TP $30.95

CSI Miami
06: Harm for the Holidays: Heart Atteck
Donn Cortez
As winter's hold deepens in the dark days of February, Miami's hotels fill to the bursting point. Cruise ships flock to the busiest port in the world as
people desperate for warmer climates board these behemoths of the seas. People with too much time and money fill the clubs. In every other
jurisdiction, as its citizens are driven indoors, there is a downturn in crime but not in Miami, as the members of the Miami-Dade Crime Lab can
attest. Stretched to the breaking point, Lieutenant Caine is called to what appears to be a failed international terrorist incident: a botched arms-forAfghani-heroin exchange. The scene is littered with bodies and blood droplets identified as being from one Abdus Sattar Pathan. Once before,
Pathan managed to escape being charged in the murder of a Federal agent. This time Caine has him. Except Pathan has an iron-clad alibi: he was
miles away, on stage doing his magic act. Horatio is convinced that Pathan and the international terrorist known as the Hare are one and the same.
Can Caine prove it before the Hare puts his deadly plan into motion? APB $14.95

Doctor Who
Dalek Gold
Limited Edition!
Resin cast model of the dreaded enemy of the Doctor. Painted gold. $79.95

Dalek Inflatable
Approx height when inflated is 1.2m. Vinyl. $69.95

Tardis Inflatable

$69.95

Back to the Vortex II - The Unofficial and Unauthorised Guide to "Doctor Who"

HC $46.95

Audio 94 Sixth Doctor : ID & Urgent Calls
I.D. (A Three-Part Story)
In the 32nd Century, the Doctor finds himself on a planet piled high with discarded computer technology. Picking over these remains are an army of
Scandroids, a collection of unsavoury, illegal Data Pirates and a team of researchers from the mysterious Lonway Clinic. This is a world of organicdigital transfer and 'personality surgery' which the Doctor finds disturbing enough, until something far more deadly starts to emerge.
This story takes place between "The Trial of a Time Lord" and "Time and the Rani".
Urgent Calls (A One-Part Story)
Earth, 1974. An innocent phone call. Okay, it was a wrong number, but there can't be any harm in that. Can there?
This story takes place between "The Trial of a Time Lord" and "Time and the Rani". CD $54.95
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Spider-Man
Spier-Man 3: Official Movie Novelisation
Peter David
With his Spider-Man alter-ego finally being accepted by the public, Peter Parker is finally beginning to find a balance between his college studies,
work as a Daily Bugle photographer, romance with Mary Jane "M.J." Watson, and crime-fighting duties, until a mysterious dark force begins to
affect him and threatens to destroy everything and everyone he cares about. APB $16.95

Star Trek
Glass Empires
Michael Sussman
There are moments glimpsed only in shadow, where darkness rules and evil incarnate thrives. You hope against hope that in your lifetime, evil is
relegated to the shadows. But what if it wasn't? What if you lived in a universe where your life was measured only by what you could do for the
Empire? What would you do to survive? Would you sell your soul to free yourself? If you were offered the chance to rule, would you seize it? If you
could free your universe from the darkness but only at the cost of your life, would you pay that price? Star Trek: Enterprise She seized power in a
heartbeat, daring to place herself against all the overlords of the Empire. Empress Hoshi Sato knows the future that could be; now all she has to do is
make sure it never happens. For her to rule, she must hold sway not only over the starship from the future but also over her warlords, the resistance,
and her Andorian husband. As quickly and brutally as Hoshi seized power, imperial rule is taken from her. Her only chance to rule again is to ally
herself with a lifelong foe, and an alien. Star Trek One man can change the future, but does he dare? Spock, intrigued by the vision of another
universe's Federation, does what no Vulcan, no emperor, has ever done: seize power in one blinding stroke of mass murder. And at the same instant
he gains imperial power, Spock sows the seeds for the Empire's downfall. Is this a form of Vulcan madness, or is it the coolly logical plan of a man
who knows the price his universe must pay for its freed TP $19.95

Just a Geek
Wil Wheaton
The actor covers his life after leaving the television series "Star Trek: the Next Generation," describing the pitfalls associated with being a former
child star and his decision to launch his weblog in 2001. HC $52.95

Original Series Errand of Fury 02: Demands of Honour
Kevin Ryan
The United Federation of Planets and the Klingon Empire stand on the brink of war. Captain James T. Kirk and the Starship Enterprise&trade; are
sent back to System 7348 -- site of a previous skirmish with the Klingons -- for a confrontation with the I.K.S. D'k Tahg under the command of
Captain Koloth. Even as the two great ships face each other, trouble is brewing among their crews. On the Enterprise, Lieutenant Leslie Parrish is
pregnant with a half-Klingon child and must face a critical decision about her future, while Section Chief Michael Fuller still carries the wounds of
the twenty-five-year-old Battle of Donatu V, of which he was one of the few survivors -- not to mention his grief over the death of his son, recently
killed in battle against the Klingons. On the D'k Tahg, First Officer Karel finds himself trapped between the scheming, dishonorable Councillor
Duras and his commanding officer, Koloth. While the stakes only seem to be the possession of a single star system, the ramifications may spread
throughout the Klingon Empire, as they find themselves at a crossroads between conquest and honor! APB $16.95

Star Wars
Lego AT-ST
Lego model 7657
Features side-mounted weapons and an opening pilot hatch straight from the movies.
Turn the knob to make the cockpit rotate side to side!
Includes AT-ST pilot minifigure with helmet and blaster!
Features side-mounted weapon pods! $49.95

Lego Slave 1
Lego model 6209
Includes the characters Dengar, Bespin Guard, Boba Fett, droid IG-88 and Han Solo in carbonite.
Fearsome bounty hunter Boba Fett is back, stalking the spaceways in his ship, Slave I. The sophisticated anti-detection gear and stealth hardware
make sure that his quarry never sees him coming until it is too late. The Slave I can take on any foe with its bombs, blasters, and launchers that really
fire! Han Solo is trapped in carbonite and locked in the storage hold, but you can save him.
Cockpit and wings rotate for flight and landing.
Bombs, blasters and launchers really fire! $120

Legacy of the Force 04: Exile
Aaron Allston
Jacen solidifies his power in his bid to bring peace to the galaxy, and the Skywalker and Solo families are torn apart by war. APB $21.95
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Games Related
Command & Conquer
Tiberium Wars
Keith R A deCandido
In 2047, two powerful warring factions--the Global Defense Initiative (GDI), an organization struggling to maintain order at any cost, and the
Brotherhood of Nod, a group of fanatical terrorists bent on utter domination or destruction--vie for control of Tiberium, a alien resource with
potentially deadly side effects that could solve the world's energy crisis. APB $19.95

Dragonlance
Dragons of Time
Margaret Weis & Tracy Hickman
An all-new anthology of fantasy tales from popular Dragonlance authors focuses on the lives and behavior of dragons of every kind, both good and
evil, in works by Richard A. Knaak, Jean Rabe, Paul B. Thompson, and other writers. APB $14

Eberron
Inquisitives 01: Bound By Iron
Edward Bolme
When the body of a much decorated soldier, thought to have died some two decades earlier, washes up on the shores of Karmath, the victim of
murder, a vengeful, battle-hardened soldier teams up with a master storyteller in search of a story to unravel the victim's past, a mystery that could
hold the key to the future of Khorvaire. APB $14

Forgotten Realms
Haunted Lands 01: Unclean
Richard Lee Byers
In the first volume in a new trilogy set in Thay, a realm that is the source of powerful magic and evil, the uneasy peace that exists in Thay thanks to
an alliance of wizards threatens to unravel when Szass Tam, a powerful and evil necromancer, makes his move to seize control from his former
allies. APB $14

Sellsword 03: Road of the Patriarch
R A Salvatore
As Entreri and Jarlaxle journey through the monster-infested Bloodstone Lands, Jarlaxle's ambitions endanger them both, and Entreri confronts a
difficult choice between friendship and survival when they encounter a fierce paladin king. Unabridged CD $75 MP3 CD $51.95

Sembia 02: Shadow's Witness
Paul S Kemp
When a terrible evil is unleashed on the city of Selgaunt, Cale, the loyal butler of the Uskevren family, discovers that his ties to the underworld have
placed the Uskevrens in deadly peril and must prove his loyalty once and for all. APB $14

Halo
Ghosts of Onyx
Eric S Nylund
While soldiers fend off thousands of Covenant attacks, Section Three devises a plan using planet Onyx as a base, but when Halo is destroyed and
Ancient Forerunner technology stirs, the Covenant race to claim it to change the course of the Human-Covenant War. APB $19.95

Magic the Gathering
Time Spiral Cycle 03: Future Sight
Scott McGough & John Delaney
With three more planeswalkers dead or lost and many others at risk, the fate of the Multiverse lies in the hands of a man known for his lies, in a new
story chronicling the adventures of Teferi Planeswalker. APB $14

Mechwarrior
Dark Ages 25: Masters of War
Michael A Stackpole
As Clan Wolf battles against The Republic, three warriors--Alaric, who will stop at nothing to be victorious; Anastasia, who must prove herself in
combat; and Verena, who discovers she has special abilities--must fulfill their destinies and fight for their future. APB $17.95

Necromunda
Lasgun Wedding
Will McDermott
It’s survival of the fittest on the towering industrial hive world of Necromunda, where brutal gangs fight for supremacy in the nightmare Underhive
of the sprawling city. APB $16

Warhammer
Tales of the Old World
Marc Gascoigne & Christian Dunn
This book has collected some of the best fantasy short stories ever written for the Black Library into one mighty tome. Within are classic hard to find
tales and even brand new stories! Warhammer fans will rejoice at the sheer variety on display. BPB $24

Art of Warhammer
This full-colour book is packed with some of the very best pieces of fantasy art produced throughout Games Workshop's long and illustrious history.
HC $90
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Warhammer 40,000
Ravenor 03: Ravenor Rogue
Dan Abnett
In the third book of the series, Inquisitor Ravenor's pursuit of his arch-nemesis Molotch takes him and his team into the dangerous reaches of space
known as the Halo Stars. Unknown to Ravenor, one of his team hides a deadly secret that could doom them all. Can our heroes find and defeat their
enemy before the team is destroyed from within? HC $40

Soul Drinkers 04: Chapter War
Ben Counter
Declared ex-communicate from the Adeptus Astartes many years ago. Led by the heroic Sarpedon, the Soul Drinkers are desperate to restore
themselves back into the good graces of the Imperium. When the planet of Vanqualis comes under attack from orks, the Soul Drinkers answer,
Sarpedon seeing a chance to prove their loyalty. But factions within the Chapter are moving against the brave leader, eager to tread a different path,
one that will lead to Chaos. Matters are complicated further when the Howling Griffons Chapter arrives on Vanqualis, too, and Sarpedon finds he has
enemies on three fronts. Survival, the fate of Vanqualis and the Chapter itself are all at stake in this latest novel form Ben Counter, the first in a brand
new Soul Drinkers saga! APB $16

Role Playing & Boardgames
No Quarter Magazine 11

Magazine $11

Dragon 354 April 2007

Magazine $16

Dragon Magazine 353 March 2007

Magazine $16

Victory At Sea Rulebook
Based upon the award winning A Call to Arms games system, Victory at Sea is a fast flowing game that will allow novices and veteran gamers alike
to enjoy recreating the epic struggles between the mighty fleets of the World War II era. $54

d20 Dungeons & Dragons
Expedition to the Demonweb Pits
A D&D super-adventure that can be played as a mini-campaign or a series of small side adventures.
Expedition to the Demonweb Pits is a D&D super-adventure for characters of levels 9–12. It is usable as a mini-campaign on its own, as a story arc
in a Dungeon Master’s regular campaign, or as a series of small side adventures with a big payoff. The structure is very flexible and eminently
customizable. The adventure uses a new combat encounter format designed to make the DM’s job easier and to speed up play.
Heroes who become entangled in the adventure’s plot soon find themselves squaring off against the agents of Lolth and Graz’zt across several
planes, including the Abyss. HC $60

City of Peril
New battle maps for the D&D Miniatures game and D&D roleplaying game.City of Peril contains two beautifully illustrated, double-sided battle
maps scaled for Dungeons & Dragons play, as well as a sixteen-page booklet of encounters designed for varying levels of play and for use with the
maps. The battle maps feature fantastic terrain designed to create large, fluid encounters, key scenes, and exciting game sessions. Rather than simple
dungeon encounters, these maps evoke the epic struggles that campaign memories are made of. Three of the maps also make ideal battlegrounds for
D&D Miniatures game play. TP $30

d20 Eberron
Curse of the Dragon's Eye

TP $45

d20 Forgotten Realms
Cormyr: The Tearing of the Weave
Cormyr: The Tearing of the Weave is the first-ever Forgotten Realms hardcover super-adventure! Designed to take characters from 4th to 8th level,
the adventure pits the heroes against the evil agents of Shar and Cyric as they plot to corrupt the worship of Mystra, goddess of magic. The adventure
begins in Cormyr, but the characters must also travel to the Plane of Shadow to thwart the villains’ machinations.
This adventure can be run as a stand-alone adventure or as part one of an epic three-part series of hardcover adventures set in the Forgotten Realms
campaign setting. HC $50

d20 Midnight RPG
Destiny and Shadow
Destiny and Shadow includes: a gazetteer for the heart of Erenland. A history describing how the enigmatic Erenlanders came to be. New
backgrounds and traits to make each Erenlander character distinct. TP $27

Hand of Shadow
This book allows players to turn the usual Midnight campaign on its head, and to explore whether even the most evil of foes have a chance at
redemption. $27

Exalted
Celestial Direction 2: The Wyld
The second of five Celestial Direction books devoted to fleshing out the bare bones of Creation’s supernatural locales presented in the Exalted core
book. TP $45
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GURPS
GURPS Ultra tech
GURPS Ultra-Tech is the sourcebook for science-fiction technology, from the near future to the farthest reaches of the imagination. It's a valuable
companion to GURPS Space, GURPS Bio-Tech, and GURPS Infinite Worlds, and an exceptional resource for any character or campaign that needs
technology from tomorrow . . . and beyond.
GURPS Ultra-Tech is full of personal equipment for heroes and superheroes from TL9 to TL12, including:
Weapons - from caseless assault carbines and monomolecular swords to antimatter warheads and disassembler nano.
Protection - How do you stop a nanomorph assassin with a field-jacketed X-ray laser rifle? Try a dreadnought battlesuit and a personal force screen...
Medicine - Superscience can heal, rebuild, and improve on nature. Death itself can become a temporary inconvenience. With cybernetics and neural
interfaces, ultra-tech medical equipment and mind uploading, "medical miracles" become everyday occurrences.
Transport - Air cars, hovertanks, tilt rotors, grav belts, supercavitating minisubs, matter-transport booths - lots of ways to get where the action is, for
the adventurer on the go!
As technology advances, the line between man and machine may become increasingly blurred. GURPS Ultra-Tech provides rules for establishing the
capabilities and limitations of artificial intelligence, as well as templates for robotic or total cyborg bodies, from handy technical 'bots to
shapeshifting nanomorphs.
And still more! Living biosuits, computer implants, holographic projectors, psionic amplifiers, neutrino communicators, nanofactories, hyperspectral
goggles, chameleon suits, repair paste, Dyson spheres - there's something for every adventure at every tech level.
GURPS Ultra-Tech was written by David L. Pulver, co-author of the GURPS Basic Set, Fourth Edition, and author or co-author of over 60 other
gaming books, and Kenneth L. Peters, the author of Transhuman Space: Spacecraft of the Solar System, and a co-author of Transhuman Space:
Under Pressure.
This is the third edition of GURPS Ultra-Tech; it has been revised to the GURPS Fourth Edition rules. The oldest material included here dates back
to the first edition of GURPS Space; other material was revised from the GURPS Third Edition versions of GURPS Ultra-Tech, GURPS Ultra-Tech
2, GURPS Cyberpunk , GURPS Psionics, GURPS Robots, and Transhuman Space. HC $63

Honor Harrington
Jayne's Intelligence Review: The Royal Manticoran Navy
The Royal Manticoran Navy as You have Never Seen It Before!
This soft cover coffee table book has information on the Royal Manticoran Navy from David Weber's Honor Harrington universe, ranging from the
founding and battle histories to detailed class histories and size comparison charts of the ships, to layouts of the pinnaces and rank insignia! Much of
this material has never been published elsewhere, and this book is an official concordance of data on the Manticoran Navy, with material written by
David Weber himself! With 20 full color pages of interior art! TP $60

Jayne's Intelligence Review: The Navy of the People's Republic of Haven
The People's Navy as You have Never Seen It Before!
This soft cover coffee table book has information on the People's Navy from David Weber's Honor Harrington universe, ranging from the founding
and battle histories to detailed class histories and size comparison charts of the ships! Much of this material has never been published elsewhere, and
this book is an official concordance of data on the People's Navy, with material written by David Weber himself! This book has 20 color pages of
interior art! TP $60

RuneQuest
Cults of Glorantha Volume 2
Cults of Glorantha: Volume 2 contains over 30 new sorcery and shamanic cults and 90 new spells, as well as new rules for Spirit Magic to use in
your Glorantha – The Second Age games. HC $45

Lankhmar
Contained within are rules covering character creation, the unique creatures of the world and for black magic, against which the heroes Fafhrd and
Grey Mouser were often in conflict. HC $63

World of Darkness
Mage the Awakening: Intuders: Encounters With the Abyss
The Abyss. The Void. The Awakened have many terms for this source of Paradox, which consumes magic and instils horror in the Fallen World.
When the Abyss intrudes on the Fallen World, it is the Awakened who must attempt to drive it back, lest the Supernal Realms be driven further away
from the ken of the world. From entities whose hunger has no name to strange phenomena that warp the Fallen World until pieces of it are drawn
into the Abyss itself, these manifestations are perhaps the greatest and most subtle danger the Awakened face. Each victory against these forces is an
act of preservation of the legacy of Atlantis, and each defeat allows another spark of magic to go out of the world. HC $58

Promethean the Created: Saturine Nights
Saturnine Nights is a supplement for Promethean: The Created. $49
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Other Books
Books in this section are available only by request.
These are mainly non-fiction, crime, thriller, historical fiction and romance titles. Be aware we cheerfully order in any available book
for our readers, including computer texts, reference books, fiction such these listed here, etc. Maximise your Infinitas Guild points, we
are keen for the business, but note it will take a week or two for the book to arrive once ordered for you.
Official Scrabble Players Dictionary 4th Edition

PB $22.95

Encyclopedia of Fishing Knots and Rigs

APB $14.99

Once a Jolly Swagman
How, in this age of economic rationalism and a globalised world, does a voice from the billabong saying, "You'll come a waltzing matilda with me"
still matter? Waltzing Matilda is the one song that belongs to all Australians. It has been bringing people together spontaneously since 1895, when
Banjo Paterson wrote the words to it, and Christina Macpherson first played it in outback Queensland. Once a Jolly Swagman takes readers off the
score sheet into the story of the song, and tells the story and evolution of Australia's favourite song up until the twenty-first century. It tries to answer
the riddles within the song, and unpick its inherent contradictions. Where's the heroism in a suicidal thief? What was jolly about the jumbuck? Is
Waltzing Matilda the key to Australian values? What does it mean that a beloved song about Australia's pioneering past is written by a city lawyer?
Generations of experts have argued about the original story that Paterson immortalised, about the origins of the tune, and what Paterson meant by his
almost parodic over-use of Australian colloquialisms. Here is a book that asks what Waltzing Matilda means to the nation that welcomed it, and what
it tells us about ourselves. HC $27.95

John Andrisani
Tiger's New Swing
An essential tool to help golfers of all levels increase their driving distances and improve their game utilizes easy-to-follow instructions and
photographs to offer tips on how to on re-create Woods's new swing. TP $26.95

Beverly Barton
The Dying Game
When a serial killer, targeting former beauty queens, strikes again, detective Lindsay McAllister must ask lawyer Judd Walker, whose late wife was
one of the victims, for help in order to beat this twisted madman at his own game. APB $17.95

Stephen Baxter
Emperor (Time's Tapestry 01)
A woman gives birth to her child in a village in Northern England, the cold northern edge of the Roman Empire. As she struggles through a painful
labour she begins to scream out a series of words in Latin. A language she has never heard before, much less spoken. One of the family recognises
the words for what they are. Only later does it become clear that the women has spoken a prophecy. A prophecy that relates to the death of the
Emperor Constantine. A prophecy that if enacted will change the fate of the Roman Empire and all of the future beyond it.Stephen Baxter's new
series takes ordinary individuals living at history's tipping points and presents them with a prophecy that challenges everything they believe about
their world and prompts them to take action that could change it forever. The fourth volume reveals the nature of the prophecies and reveals a battle
that has been fought through the ages. BPB $22.95

Conqueror (Time's Tapestry 02)
As the comet fills the sky over Britain and rumours of war coming from across the channel spread, two young men accompany a lecherous bishop
north to the ruins of the ancient Hadrian's Wall to search for a man known only as 'the last Roman' and the mysterious prophecy he keeps - the
prophecy of Isolde.It is a prophecy that tells of an invasion by a North man and an empire that will last thousands of years, an empire of the
Aryans.Stephen Baxter's new series is full of page-turning action, intriguing mystery and awe-inspiring scientific speculation. Full of evocative
historical detail and characters who jump off the page, this is history lived by people whose future is not yet locked as our past. HC $55 TP $32.95

Ted Bell
Hawke (Hawke)
A modern-day swashbuckler and one of England's most decorated naval heroes, Lord Alexander Hawke heads for the Caribbean on a top-secret
mission for the U.S. government, to locate an experimental stealth submarine, built by the Soviets just prior to the end of the Cold War, which has
fallen into the hands of an unstable government planning a preemptive strike against the U.S. PB $21.95

Allison Brennan
Fear no Evil
When Lucy Kincaid vanishes just before her high school graduation, the victim of an Internet predator linked to a prostitution ring who murders
women live online, the girl's only hope is renegade FBI agent Riley Donovan, but Riley is hiding out in Mexico, desperate to clear her name of a
trumped up murder charge. APB $17.95

Lee Child
The Hard Way
Late at night, a New York cafâ€š. Jack Reacher orders coffee in a cup made of foam, not china. So he can move on at a moment's notice. He owns
nothing, carries less. He has never met a woman who said no. Or a case he couldn't solve.
But now Reacher faces a new case so disturbing that the truth eludes him. He has to sweat the details and work the clues. Doing it the hard way.
Until what started on a busy New York street explodes three thousand miles away, in the sleepy English countryside. With Reacher striding alone in
the shadows. Armed and dangerous. APB $19.95

Carole Nelson Douglas
Cat in A Quicksilver Caper (Midnight Louis Mystery)
Overseeing a prestigious hotel exhibition at which a priceless Russian scepter is being displayed, PR freelancer Temple Barr finds the exhibit
threatened by a murder case that is complicated by an aerial magic act being held in the same hotel. APB $17.95

Shannon Drake
Beguiled
APB $16.95
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M C Escher
M C Escher The Magic Mirror
Why did renowned Dutch graphic artist Maurits Cornelis Escher create the pictures? How did he construct them? And how are the various images
Escher created interrelated? This book, including biographical data, illustrations, and explications of mathematical problems, offers answers to these
and other questions. HC $34.95

Julie Garwood
Shadow Dance
Moving between the glamorous cosmopolitan world of Boston and small-town Texas, a sizzling romance follows the evolution of the tumultuous
relationship between Jordan Buchanan and Noah Clayborne. HC $52.95

Elizabeth Gilbert
Eat, Pray, Love: One Woman's Search for Everything
It's 3 a.m. and Elizabeth Gilbert is sobbing on the bathroom floor. She's in her thirties, she has a husband, a house, they're trying for a baby - and she
doesn't want any of it. A bitter divorce and a turbulent love affair later, she emerges battered and bewildered and realises it is time to pursue her own
journey in search of three things she has been missing: pleasure, devotion and balance. So she travels to Rome, where she learns Italian from
handsome, brown-eyed identical twins and gains twenty-five pounds, an ashram in India, where she finds that enlightenment entails getting up in the
middle of the night to scrub the temple floor, and Bali where a toothless medicine man of indeterminate age offers her a new path to peace: simply sit
still and smile. And slowly happiness begins to creep up on her. BPB $24.95

Wynn Kapit & Lawrence M Elson
Anatomy Colouring Workbook
Quarto $45.95
Victoria Laurie
What's a Ghoul to Do? (Ghost Hunter Mystery)
When medium M. J. Holliday and her partner Gilley are hired by gorgeous Dr. Steven Sable to investigate his grandfather's apparent suicide at the
family lodge, they discover a vast array of ghostly witnesses--all of whom have a story to tell. APB $17.95

Gwen Lee
What if Our World is Their Heaven?
In the field of science fiction, the work of Philip K Dick is unparalleled. His work formed the basis for the films "Blade Runner", "The Minority
Report" and "Total Recall". Aimed at those interested in Dick's headlong pursuit of the truth, this title contains interviews that are filled with the wit
and aplomb characteristic of Dick's writing. PB $24.95

Holly Lisle
Night Echoes
While restoring an old Civil War farmhouse and researching her secret family history, artist Emma Beck, along with her contractor Mike Ruhl, with
whom she has fallen in love, stumbles upon a terrifying legacy that traps her in a web of ghostly tragedy. APB $17.95

Sydney Loch
To Hell and Back
Banned in 1916, the 'best book on Gallipoli' now returns to print. As a young soldier in the battlefields of Gallipoli, Sydney Loch witnessed the
horror of war first hand. His journal of what he saw became a book on his return to Australia. Hoping to avoid military censorship, his publishers
dubbed Sydney's book a novel: THE STRAITS IMPREGNABLE. But as the war ground on and numbers of casualties grew, the publisher inserted a
note saying the book was in fact true. THE STRAITS IMPREGNABLE, which had enjoyed huge literary acclaim, was immediately withdrawn from
sale by the censors. Sydney Loch's experiences in the war, shaped his life afterwards. With his wife, Joice Loch, he would go on to work in refugee
camps in Poland and Palestine - and his many subsequent books, set in war torn countries reflected his humanitarian beliefs. Joice and Sydney,
highly notable figures of the post-war generation, have garnered recent interest among historians for their lives and work. In TO HELL AND BACK,
historians Susanna and Jake de Vries have recovered and edited Sydney's book for a new generation of readers - and written a biography of his
remarkable life. TP $32.99

Michele Martinez
The Finishing School
When two beautiful teenagers from a posh East Side girls' school suddenly turn up dead under suspicious circumstances, it falls to Melanie Vargas, a
savvy federal prosecutor, to do anything possible to find answers and get to the truth. APB $19.95

Mat McLachlan
Walking With the Anzacs
WALKING WITH THE ANZACS aims to become the new essential companion for Australians visiting the Western Front. Each of the 14 most
important Australian battlefields is covered with descriptions of the battles and Australia's involvement in it.The book presents a well-illustrated
walking tour across the old battlefields. The tours are designed along easily accessible walking routes and show readers battlefield landmarks that
still exist, memorials to the men who fought there and the cemetaries where many of them still lie.In this way the visitor will see the battlefield in
much the same way as the original Anzacs did, and gain a greater appreciation of the site's significance. Importantly, the tours are not written for
military experts, but for ordinary visitors whose military knowledge may be limited. The tours also focus on the human element of the battle, with
quotes revealing the experience of war for the common Aussie digger. TP $35

Ian McPhedran Australian Author
The Amazing SAS
Who Dares Wins... For the soldiers and officers of Australia's Special Air Service (SAS) Regiment, this is not just their professional motto, but a
creed that shapes their lives. The SAS is among the world's most respected special forces units, a crack team of men from the Australian Defence
Force who can be relied upon to handle the most difficult, strategically sensitive and dangerous of military tasks. Now THE AMAZING SAS
provides a thrilling insight into the way this country's SAS soldiers are selected and trained, and reveals fascinating details about recent SAS
deployments: East Timor, the 2000 Olympic games, the Tampa, the Afghanistan campaign and the regiment's action-packed mission in Iraq. THE
AMAZING SAS draws on interviews with General Peter Cosgrove, Prime Minister John Howard, Chief of Army Lieutenant General Peter Leahy,
former SAS commanding officers Gus Gilmore and Tim McOwan, and many SAS soldiers and officers. BPB $24.99
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Don Pendleton
Splinter Cell (Executioner 340)
When an American nuclear expert is kidnapped in Amsterdam, Mack Bolan, along with a former Army Ranger and the scientist's brother, go headto-head with the most dangerous terrorist organization in the world to save his life and the fate of the world. APB $13.95

Rebel Force (Executioner 341)
When a U.S. undercover operative goes missing in Chechnya, Mack Bolan, on the trail of encrypted documents rumored to contain the financial
records of terrorist groups around the world, finds himself playing a lawless game of blood and betrayal. APB $13.95

Starfire (Stony Man 88)
When an unknown killer satellite launches a nuke into the Australian Outback, the Stony Man team, sent in to identify the enemy and destroy the
threat, soon discovers that this is their toughest mission yet as they are submerged in a world of anarchy and mass murder. APB $16.95

Contagion Option (Super Bolan 113)
Caught in a brutal war with a deadly international cartel, Mack Bolan discovers that this terrorist group has enough bioweapons to cause global
chaos, and one false move could destroy the lives of millions. APB $16.95

Stephen Pressfield
Alexander: The Virtues of War
'There is nothing impossible to him who will try.'
He ascended to the throne of Macedon at the age of nineteen. He conquered the seemingly invincible Persian Empire before he was twenty-five. He
died at the age of thirty-two, undefeated by any enemy. His reputation as a warrior and leader of men remains unsurpassed in the annals of history.
We remember him as Alexander the Great. Epic in scope and magisterial in tone, Steve Pressfield's breathtaking novel tells the story of this
legendary colossus of the ancient world who was driven - and ultimately undone - by his insatiable lust for glory. As immediate and gripping as
bulletins from the frontline and as intimate and revealing as a private diary, ALEXANDER: THE VIRTUES OF WAR is destined to become a
classic of historical fiction. APB $21.95

Phil Rickman
The Wine of Angels (Merrily Watkins 01)
The Rev. Merrily Watkins had never wanted a picture-postcard parish - or a huge and haunted vicarage. Nor had she particularly wanted to walk
straight into a local dispute over a controversial play about a strange seventeenth-century clergyman accused of witchcraft, a story that certain oldestablished families would rather remained obscured. But this is Ledwardine, steeped in cider and secrets. A paradise of cobbled streets and timberframed houses. And also - as Merrily and her teenage daughter Jane discover - a village where horrific murder is a tradition that spans centuries. The
Wine of Angels launches an atmospheric new series about a very singular woman facing the many faces of evil. It foresees the sexual harassment of
women priests and confronts the most dramatic and controversial development in the Anglican Church since the Reformation. APB $22

Manda Scott
Dreaming The Serpent Spear (Boudica 03)
Britannia, AD 60: The tribes of Britannia are ready to seek bloody vengeance. Twenty thousand warriors are poised to reclaim their land from their
captors. Now is their chance: the Roman governor has marched his legions west, leaving his capital and a vital port undefended.There is no going
back. But to crush her enemies for all time, the Boudica must do more than lead her army in the greatest rebellion Britain has ever known. She must
find healing for herself, for the land - and for Graine, her eight-year-old daughter. Colchester is burning. London has been destroyed. Amidst fire and
bloody revolution, the Boudica and those around her must fight to keep what matters most - now and for all time. PB $23.95

Gena Showalter
Animal Instincts
Realizing that tigers never change their stripes, Dallas party planner Naomi Delacroix, after getting rid of her cheating husband, is determined to
become immune to the opposite sex, until she is hired by a gorgeous millionaire who is taking applications for a wife. APB $17.95

Dan Simmons
The Terror
The men on board Her Britannic Majesty's Ships Terror and Erebus had every expectation of triumph. They were part of Sir John Franklin's 1845
expedition - as scientifically advanced an enterprise as had ever set forth - and theirs were the first steam-driven vessels to go in search of the fabled
North-West Passage. But the ships have now been trapped in the Arctic ice for nearly two years. Coal and provisions are running low. Yet the real
threat isn't the constantly shifting landscape of white or the flesh-numbing temperatures, dwindling supplies or the vessels being slowly crushed by
the unyielding grip of the frozen ocean.
No, the real threat is far more terrifying. There is something out there that haunts the frigid darkness, which stalks the ships, snatching one man at a
time - mutilating, devouring. A nameless thing, at once nowhere and everywhere, this terror has become the expedition's nemesis.
When Franklin meets a terrible death, it falls to Captain Francis Crozier of HMS Terror to take command and lead the remaining crew on a last,
desperate attempt to flee south across the ice. With them travels an Eskimo woman who cannot speak. She may be the key to survival - or the
harbinger of their deaths. And as scurvy, starvation and madness take their toll, as the Terror on the ice becomes evermore bold, Crozier and his men
begin to fear there is no escape. TP $32.95

Sloane Tanen
Hatched!
Sloane Tanen's chickens are back - but this time they've only got one thing on their minds: babies. Carrying babies around for nine months (a.k.a. the
relief of maternity wear), naming them (their university prospects depend on it), entertaining them (the battle between homemade wicker-woven
education toys and the tv), nourishing them (breast-feeding is so in right now), comparing them (they must be in the 96th percentile of something),
protecting them from every conceivable danger From epidurals and stretch marks to diaper rash and day care, these wonderful scenes of modern
maternity are as ingenious as they are hilarious. Specifically concerned with the joys, trials, and tribulations of pregnancy and the first year of
parenting, Hatched!will have mothers and mothers to be everywhere laughing with recognition. PB $19.95

P G Wodehouse
Carry On Jeeves (Jeeves & Wooster)
A collection of stories featuring the lovable duo of elegant fop Bertie Wooster and his irreplaceable valet Jeeves features eight hilarious tales,
including "Jeeves Takes Charge," "The Rummy Affair of Old Biffy," "The Artistic Career of Corky," "Jeeves and the Unbidden Guest," "Clustering
Round Young Bingo," and three others. CD $58
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